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Governor's Race Highlighted By
Various Issues Of Candidates
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
A call for more education spending, a
major labor endorsement, another
candidate's release of financial data, a
soggy trip into an underground mine
and a plug for gasohol were the
highlights as the Kentucky governor's
race headed into the weekend.
Democrat Harvey Sloane heki news
conferences Friday in Lexington and
Louisville to announce his education
platform.
Democrat Terry McBrayer appeared
at a Louisville news conference to
receive the endorsement of a statewide
labor group.
Democrat Carroll Hubbard_ and his
wife were in Frankfort to release their
joint tax returns.
Republican Ray White toured a
muddy coal mine near Hazard, and his
rival, former GOP Gov. Louie Nunn,
also was in Hazard to shake hands and
rub elbows with prospective voters.
It was Democrat George Atkins, who
elarnpaigned in Knott, Breathitt and
Rowan counties, who said he was
hiding his car with gasohol.
Democrat Thelma Stovall, touring
Ashland and Boyd County, took a
verbal slap at Gov. Julian Carroll; who
Ms said her nomination would be a
disaster.
Democrat John Y. Brown- and. his
camp were in an organizinji 'flurry,
announcing a number of Campaign
appointments.
Most of the candidates planned to
converge on Pikeville to circulate
among the crowds and seek the
mountain vote at today's Hillbilly Days
celebration.
Sloane
Sloane set forth an education platform calling for special attention to
school funding, financial accountability
'and teachers' salaries. He said his
proposals would cost $50 million more
than is now committed to education, but
would be the only major increases he
would advocate.
The former Louisville mayor slid he
would "streamline" the Department of
Education, remove it from the Cabinet
of Education and Arts and make the
superintendent of education a cabinet
official.
As for education financing, he said
likal districts must spend more. "The
state has about reached its limit. If
local districts don't want to do their
share, I don't think the state should bail
them out," he said.
Sloane said he saw no alternative to
property taxes to finance education. "I
don't see, realistically, how the
property tax is going to be eliminated,"
he said. "The property fait in Kentucky
is not a great tax, proportionate to other
states."
McBra yer
McBrayer was endorsed by a
statewide committee claiming to
represent 100 local unions. Earlier
labor support — at least in public
'commitments — has gone largely to
Mrs. Stovall, endorsed by the state
AFL-CIO and the United Auto Workers.
"She's the finest lady in Democratic
politics, but she cannot win this fall,

and I can ... You're going to live with
Louie Nunn if she is nominated," he
said.
Supporters passed out a leaflet indicating McBrayer had helped unions
on dozens of bills when a House
member. Larry Clark, business
manager of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
said the "Labor for McBrayer"
organization represents more than
60,000 wage earners.
He said factors in the endorsement
were McBrayer's performance as a
legislator, his role as state commerce
commissioner in attracting industry
and his activities in trying to better
labor-management relations.
The United Mine Workers, a third
large state union group has given its
support to Atkins for governir. A
fourth, the Teamsters, has made no
endorsement yet.
Hubbaecl
Hubbard and his wife made public
*their 1978 joint federal and state income
tax rturns, reporting total income of
$6.3,367, most of it from Hubbard's
$57,500 congressional salary.

Hubbard took advantage of income
averaging, reducing the federal tax
owed to $10,988. The state return lasted
estimated income tax payments
$1,420 and $90 in additional tax
Hubbard listed miscellaneous
totalling $8,075 from h oraria,
trustees fees and other scatices.
The only other candiOate to release a
copy of his 1978 tax/feturns has been
McBrayer. Sloanarbas released copies
of his 1977 fedaeal and state returns and
a current statement of his assets and

ounty. At that time,,he said, flesh
.erSd blood ponies still were used in
underground mines.
Atkins
Atkins announced that he has been
usirai gasohol in his campaign car. The
state auditor said he is promoting the
alternative fuel in an effort to help
farmers. Gasohol is 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and ¶0 percent ethyl
alcohol, made from corn and other
grains.
"Gasohol, already widely used in the
Midwest, is part of the solution to our
country's energy problems," Atkins
said. "
while it may cost a little
more, I say why not help Kentucky
farmers rather than make the Arab oil
'sheiks richer."
Atkins predicted that expanding use
„of gasohol will open up a new market
)for Kentucky farmers, and he said he
would encourage its_production and use
if elected governor.

White
White slogged his way into a Perry
County underground coal mine, the
latest in a series of jobs he has spent
time on during the campaign, saying he
wants to get close to working people. He
said when he emerged from the Long
Branch mine on Kentucky 15 between
Hazard and Jackson that he wished he
had worn gumboots. "I'm mud from
head to foot," he said.
The Bowling Green lawyer talked
about how mining had changed with the
addition of modern equipment since he
spent his boyhood in Manchester in

Stovall
Mrs. Stovall hit back at -Carroll, who
had said her nomination would be
disastrou.s for the Democratic Party
both in this year's governor's race and
next year's presidential election. In
remarks as she opened a Boyd County
campaign headquarters at Catlettsburg, the lieutenant governor said
Carroll would not have made the attack
if "his candidate weren't in trouble."
Carroll backs McBrayer.
Mrs. Stovall said she was "ashamed
and sorry" for the governor and added'
that other candidates are making no
such attacks because they are "good
Democrats."
She named E.B. Lowman, son of
Harry King Lowman, who was Kentucky House speaker for 20 years, and
Ashland real estate broker Brooks
Wells as her Boyd County campaign
chairmen.

'
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EASTER GREETINGS — This huge Eikster iiisplay, built by Hank Hatcher of
Murray, wilt be in the Morray-Calkiwayi County Hospital cafeteria today
and tomorrow to add a seasonal totach to the hospital's Easter egg hunt for
the children and grandchildren of the medical staff and employees. The
display was also in the lobby of the Bank of Murray this week
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders

Brown
At Brown headquarters in Louisville
the multimillionaire businessman's
round—the—clock organizing - efforts
led to several annoyncements of
campaign appointments.
Frank Metts, 43, a Louisville real
estate developer,. for 25 years, was
named state finance chairman. And
Robert T. Cobb, a Louisville
businessman, was named state coordinator for the campaign.
Al ,Barber Jr., 38, an Owensboro
lawyer, and Larry Eugene Moore, 31, a
barber, were named co-coordinators
for Daviess County. Dr. Robert, E.
Robbins, 45, a
surgeon
in
Elizabethtown, was named Hardin
County coordinator. Richard Archer
Prewitt, of the law firm of Prewitt &
Prewitt, was named coordinator for
Franklin County.

DOUBLE TAKE — Justin and Jason Rouse,two-year-old twins of Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Rouse of 1712 Plainview, seem overwhelmed by this 4-foot5-inch flop-eared Easter bunny. Justin and Jason, like many local children
are looking forward Sunday to the annual visit of Peter Cottontail. A
drawing for the large bunny will be at 4 p.m. today at Begley's.
Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee

_Large Corporations Fail
To Abide By Guidelines

The 53 names were determined by
WASHINGTON AP)— Fifty-three of
the nation's largest industrial corcomparing the council's list of 447 with
porations — including big providers of
the corporations identified by Fortune
fuel and food — have failed to pledge
magazine as the biggest 500 in the
formally to abide by federal antiUnited States. Those were the 500
inflation guidelines, the government - companies the council had asked for
has indicated.
commitments to agree to hold prices in
check.
Among them are such well-known
None of the 53, a council statement
companies as Mobil, Standard Oil of
sMd,"openly opposed the anti-inflation
Ohio, Kellogg and United Brands.
program." The council said some have
Others include Republic and
problems
with parts of the complex
Betulehem steel corporations, Pet,
price standard. Others may be unable
GAIr and Champion Spark Plug.
to respond because of bankruptcy or
Their names became known Friday
merger proceedings, it conjectured.
in a roundabout manner through an
The few corporate spokesmen
announcement by President Carter's
available for comment this Easter
anti-inflation advisers.
weekend emphasized that absence
The Council on Wage and Price
from the council's list did not
Stability, which oversees the voluntary
necessarily mean their companies were
anti-inflation effort, released a list of
ignoring the guidelines.
447 large industrial corporations that
John Flint, a spokesman for Mobil,
a "have made an explicit commitment to
said, "There's some discussion betcomply with the price standard."
ween Mobil and the council over inThe council refused to name' com- aaterpretation of some of the regulations.
panies that have not pledged support, -On the meantime, Mobil is in comexplaining through spokesman Ed
pliance."
L
Dooley that "they're not necessarily in
And Chuck Partidge of Standard Oil
violation of the guidelines; they just
of Ohio said, "I don't know why we are
haven't made an explicit cornnot on" the list of companies in com-- mitrnent."
pliance.

MSU Classes Of 1929 and 1954
VVip Be Honored At Luncheon
Both the Golden Anniversary Class of
1929 and the Silver Anniversary Class of
1954 at Murray State University will be
honored with a luncheon and a reunion
on the campu.s on Saturday, April VI
Recognition of members of the
classes is a part of alumni activities on
that date that will also include the
annual alumni banquet and a
President's Reception for recipients of
Alumni Association scholarships for
1979-80.

Recent Curiig Arrest
Brings Total Number

ln_Calloway To 1-9

KENTUCKY CHIEMEN VISIT covryrsityRt MANSION — Kellie Berry, 7, of Calloway County, left, Robertson
Elementary School, Was among 120 children chosen to represent their counties during the"We Love You Kentucky"
luncheon'March 11. Kellie is seated next to Charlann and Elly Carroll; the governor's wife and daughter. The luncheon at the Governor's Manson was the kickoff of National library Week, April 1-7, sponsored by the'Kentucky
Library Association, and was held in conjunction with Kentucky's observance of the International Year of the Child.
Mrs. Carroll is the chairperson of the state Year of !he Child event. Each child attending the luncheon was chosen to
participate through local county sweepstakes drawings. Coach Joe Hall and player Chuck Verderber pf the University of Kentucky basketball team, and Col. Harland Sanders were among special guests.
•

r

Another arrest has been made in
Calloway County on charges of illegal
drug activities, bringing to 19 the
&rnber of such arrests since April 4.
Mark T. Sisk, Box 4872, Hart Hall,
Murray State University, was arrested
and charged with trafficking in LSD, a
Class D felony. Bond was set at $20,1100,
and he is presently out of the Calloway
County Jail on. bond.
Of the 19 local arrests, 11 have been
students at Murray State. More than 70
warrants were issued. last week, and
in
stntaral.mnre arrests are eRected
_ _
the future.
The arrests are the result of a fourmonth-long undercover investigation in
Calloway, McCracken, Marshall and
Lyon counties by the Kentucky State
Police, the Murray City Police, the
Marshall, County'sheriff's department
and the Paducah police narcotics
division.

reunion luncheon and $5.50 each for the
The luncheon is scheduled to begin at
11:30 a.m. in Winslow Cafeteria, with
banquet. They should be made no later
than April 20.
the reunions to follow from 2 to 4 p.m.
Anyone wishing to make a reserBoth the luncheon and the reunion are ,
vation for the luncheon or banquet may
open to anyone who would like to
do so by calling or by sending name and
participate in honoring members of the
address and a check for the proper
two. classes.
amount made payable to Murray State
Mike Peek of Nashville, formerly of
University Alumni Association before
Benton, a 1970 Murray State graduate
the reservation deadline to:
who is now president-elect of the
Banquet Reservations, Alumni
Alumni Association, will preside during
Affairs Office, Sparks Hall, Murray
the luncheon program. He will be inState University-, Murray, Ky., 42071,
stalled in the new president at the
telephone (502) 762-3737.
conclusion of the banquet program that
evening.
A highlight of the luncheon will be the
presentation of Emeritus Club mem1 Section — 12 Pages
bership certificates to 50-year
graduates by District Judge Sid Easley
8
Business Page
of Murray, a 1962 graduate who is the
Classifieds
-10, 11
current president of the association.
Comics
10
The 1929 graduating class was the
10
Crossword
fourth in the school's history.
2
Dear Abby.
The luncheon program ,will also inDeaths de Funerals........... 12
clude a welcome by Dr. Constantine W.
Dr. Lamb
9
Curtis, university president, and
Horoscopes
2,9
reflections and observations by Clyde
Outdoor Lore
T. Lassiter of Lexington, a member of
5
Local Scene
.2
the 1929 class.
3
Opinion Page
Bill Morgan of Benton, vice-president
6,7
Sports
of the Alumni Association, will give the
invocation, and Rev. Hoyt W. Owen of
Paducah,. retired First' United
Methodist Church minister, will deliver
the benediction. Kay Bates; a member
of the music faculty, will present a
.P2(12eapanied by James..
Wright.
Sunny "
and warni t ay,
becoming fair and cool tonight.
Ron Greene, Racer head basketball
Sunny and warmer tomorrow.
coach, will be the speaker at the
High today about 72. Low tonight
banquet, which will begin at 6:30 p.m.
about 50. High tomorrow about
in the Student Center. The President's
75.
Reception is also scheduled in the
Student Center from 4 to 6 p.m.
AmummilmswinalastwammwramwimOistro,
Reservations are $4.50 each for the

today's index

sunny and
warm
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Saturday. April 14
'Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. RaT
Munday at 1:30\p.m. with Ed
Davis as speaker.
Easter Bake Sale, sponsored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Lttfer Day Saints,
will be in front of Roses from 9
an.to 5 p.ni.
Hazel Alunim Association
dinner will be held at the
Hazel Community Center wittt
Dr. Will Frank Steely as
speaker.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
•at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229. A.Q.H.A. Horse Show,
sponsored by Murray State
University Horsemanship
Club. will be at 9 a.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
.

Benefit bake sale for Johnny
Scott who was seriously injured in a car-truck accident
on Febb. 10 will tie held in
front of Say-Rite, --Bel Air
Shopping Center, starting at 9
a.m. This is sponsored by
Jerry's
persormel
at
Restaurant'.
Dance featuring The Barons
will- be held at the Murray
Moole Lodge at 8.p.m.

The Black Saturday service
by Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Churches
will be at 7 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Sounds
of Spring at 2 p.m. at Center
Station; Purchase Bicycle
Race at 7 a.m. starting at
Center Station; Lantern Tour
at 7:30 p.m. at The
Horneplace-1850;
Kentucky
Wild Turkey Sentinarat 2 p.m.
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Easter Egg Hunt for preschoolers through third grade
will be from 10 toll a.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

Sunday, April 15
Murray Chapter of National
Organization for Women will
meet in Room 172, Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
Slate, at 8 p.m. All interested
persons are invited.
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By Abigail Van Buren
•
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Adultery: Eight-Letter
Word That Means
Sordid
SOUTHWEST Calloway
Homecoming festivites were
held recently at ...the school
with Tina Harrell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harrell,
and Jeff Butterworth, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Butterssorth, shown in side picture, as homecoming queen
and king. The entire court
with basketball players and
cheerleaders is shown in top
picture. Attendants were Lisa
Workman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Workman,
and Chris Sheridan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Sheridan,
seventh • grade; Regina
Morris. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Morris. and Monte
Ray. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Ray, eighth grade.
-Midnight Moon" was the
theme of the festivities. A
followed
dance
'the
ceremonies.
Photos by-Lrverett
Hart

'

Duo-Piano concert by
faculty and students .with
Prof. James McKeever as
coordinator will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, Murray State
University.
Annual teacher career day,
sponsored by the Murray
State University Placement
Office, will be held at Beshear
Gymnasium, Student Center.
For information call 762-3735.

Community wide Easter
Sunrise celebration will be at
Roy Stewart Stadium at 6 a.m.

Tuesday, April 17
The Easter Story" will be
Senior Adult Fellowship of
presented by the youth of.the _First Baptist Church will meet
Salem Baptist Church at 7:15
at the church at 10 a.m. to go
p.m. at the church.
to Reelfoot Lake for lunch.
Monday, April 16
Theta
Department of
Murray Woinan's Club will
have a dinner meeting with
guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Meat, bread; and
drinks will be furnished and
each member is to bring two
dishes.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792 or 7539261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Ducks Unlimited will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 7 p.m.

Onuars
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Built Furniture
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Sot id Brass Hardware
A/so
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or,
GiveYour Old Cabinets o NeN Face
Without Tearing Them Out
Murray

Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of'Betty Gentry.
Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Jerri Hendrick,for a salad
luncheon.

Your Individual (_.'7/
5
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 15, 1979
What kind of. day will forth
your ideas. Don't let a
tomorrow be7.To find out what cautious or
indifferent person
the
stars
say, read the dissuade you from your plans.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will forecast given for your birth Be resolute.
meet at the home of Mrs. Sign. •
SCORPIO
ARIES
Charlie Lassiter at 7 p.m.
23 to Nov. 21) In/eV'
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A friend- seems unYou're
better off giving
Martin's Chapel United
sympathetic and preoccupied
Methodist Church Wonien ,are advice than taking it now, with his own affairs. Selfespecially
about
a
career
scheduled to meet with Mrs.
matter. Don't be dismayed or reliance will guarantee the
W. A. Cunningham at 7 p.m.
success of your projects now.
deterred by others' doubts.
SAGMARIUS
TAURUS
'
Dexter Senior Citizens will'
Novc 22 to Dec. 21)
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter ( Apr. 20 to May 20i b
Serf-analysis leads to imNew
acquaintances
provide
Center.
p..,rtant insights. Taking the
lively conversation, but an old ca
initiative in romance is inproblem may resurface bo the
Murray Assembly No. 19
dicated. Superiors or elders
p.m.
Private
financial though can be somewhat
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
discussions should go well. •
critical.
will meet at 7 p.m..at the lodge GEMINI
CAPRICORN
hall.
( May 21 to June 20
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V1 ìt
. New moneymaking ideas
After a round of social acEllis Center will be open have you_ optimistic
and tivity, you'll want to spend
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for relations with close
ones
activities by the Murray prosper, but some family some moments by yourself.
Senior Citizens • including members may dampen your Keep busy around the house to
avoid negative thoughts.
devotion at 10:05 a.m., lunch spirits.
AQUARIUS
at noon, and hand practiceat CANCER
i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 221 0.3,42)
-4t
Be direct' in your comYou seem anxious to make
Murray TOPS. Club will
munications with others.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health career strides, but a little Some may disagree with you,
impatient with the work that
Center.
has to be done to make but it is important that you
take a stand. Shake off
progress. Be more optimistic.
Music Department of LEO
depression.
PISCES
Murray' Woman's Club will (July 23 to
Aug. 221
19 to Mar. 20)'N
ES
(Feb.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Take time to include both
Others may not wish to act
house.
relatives and dates in . your
plans now. Don't let a shor- quickly on a career matter.
Still, it is a good idea. News
Annual banquet and lecture tage of ready funds
dampen from a distance is pleasant,
by local chapter of Sigma Psi, your enthusiasm.
ha* to the future.
national science research VIRGO
on
-irOU BORN TODAY are
society, with Dr. James
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
creative and a good moneyBowman, University of
Local visits should prove
maker. These qualities
Chicago, as speaker will be stimulating, but don't ignore
combined give you the ability
held. -The banquet will be at the feelings of a family
commercialize your artistic,
6:30 p.m. in Room 228, Stewart member who needs attention. to
and you would suctalents,
Stadium, and the lecture -will too. Take the initiative.
ceed in designing, decorating,
LEBRA
be in the Mason Hall
writing, painting, and acting.
Auditorium, Murray State, at (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Do not let your love of comfort
This
is
a
good
time
to put turn into laziness. Your best
7.30 P.m.
success comes when you
capitalize on your inventive
and progressive nature. Dare
to be original and you will
succeed. Law, banking,
(IT t$e4TT4 VOU
medicine,
music,
and
diplomacy are other fields in
which you'll find joy. Birthdate of: Henry James,
novefille, Leonardo da Vinci,
artist; and Thomas Hart
TIMM Ther.
BellUFITI, painter.

rA4
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Singles
Unlimited
is
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of , the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.

4192-81337
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An Easter Egg Hunt will be
April 15, at 2
p.m. at the Oaks Country
Club. Each child is asked to
eprizseisx ewgi s e
bring
given for the
.golden and silver eggs,and for
the ohe that finds the most
eggs, according to Marilyn
Liddle, chairman of the
committee for the hunt.

MINSTOPPINSW Allseinto
tinned WWI r

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Joe Jackson, 403 North 10th
;tree. Murray, underwent
major surgery at St. Mary's
Hospital, Evansville, Ind. Its
Address is Rooni 6106, St.
Mary's Medical Center, 3700
Washington Ave., EvarigVille.
Ind. 47750.1 He expects- to be
released from the hospital
:lhout April 15.
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DEAR FRIEND: Even if Jim and Joyce were never
caught in this adulterous affair it would still be wrong.
V1 hen • man really loves a woman he wants her by his side
publicly instead of sneaking around back alleys. Divorce is
legal, respectable and dignified. Adultery is cheap, shoddy.
and deceitful.
,
And as for Jins:i! wife 'deliberately getting herself present" . . . that's. mot possible. She bad to ha:re
. .klei_ _e_....
*
deliberate etioperados.

'Lathes Luncheon
Planned At The
Oaks fVednesdav

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 16-year-old girl who was grounded for
three weeks. I couldn't even haye my friends over. I was
very,
angry, but my parents really_, did me a favor, and
I'd like to tell ether kids about it, and maybe it will help_
them.
...
.Thg. first _kW,I was really mad. I wouldn't speak to my
parents7The nicer they were to me. the nastier I was- slamming doors, turning the radio way up Just to bug theratetc...,_
Then I had a talk with my favorite teacher. She advised
me to use the time constructively, so I cleaned my room
from top to bottom - rearranged all my clothes and sorted
them out. I gave the stuff I'd outgrown to the Goodwill, sewed on buttons that had been off a long time, etc.
I got way ahead in my history. science and English. I also
read two good books and caught up on letter writing I'd put
off for a long time.
I was still mad at my parents when I was around them,
but inside I felt a lot better about myself.
Hope you think it's worth passing along.
UNGROUNDED AT LAST

The women of the --Oaks
Country. Club will hold their
ladiea,• day luncheon on
Wednesday, April 18, at 12
noon at the club.
Reservations should be
made by Monday, April 16, by
calling one of the chairmen of
the hostesses, Es-sie Caldwell
753-4920 or Mary Wells 7537923.
Other hostesses will be
Beauton Brandon, Eleanor
DEAR UNGROUNDED: You bet it's worth passing
De'Angelo, Alie Hopkins,
along. You didn't say why you were grounded, but I'll bet
Linda Drake, Dot Harris, you'll never
do it again.
Jeanette Fain, Martha Pittman, Carolyn Rice, Norma tioD
n5
E?Alt ABBY: I cheated a little on my income tax and
Dunn, Betty Beaman, Bobbie haven't been able to sleep very well lately. Any sugges. Beaman, Jean Blankenship,
.
Nell Cochran, and Linda
TOSSING AND TURNING
Crouch.
Brid
geDEAR 1 and T: Yes. Send the IRS $500. And if you still
Will be played
9 30
at :
can't sleep, send them the balance.
8.M.
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This Is Your Invitation To Hear

JOHN HOOVER
Mayfield, Kentucky
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF

Gospel Meetings
April 15-20,1979
SONG LEADER—JIM WINEINGER—PALESTINE,TEXAS

Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
a

5 MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON-OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD,HWY.280
For Transportation Coil 753-3629 or 436-2337 or 753-4661

TREE

Easter Sundae!

hem. Sunday,

/

fer
ke

DEAR ABBY: Is adultery always wrung? I have a married
friend I'll call Jim who hss a girlfriend I'll call Joyce. When
Jim and Joyce are together it is obvious that they are madly
in love.
Jim was trapped into maiage by a girl who goChirielf
pregnant so Jim would have to marry her.
A few years ago, when Jim fell in love with Joyce, he was
all set to leave his wife and marry Joyce, but his wife
deliberately got herself pregnant. and Jim was trapped
again.
The only reason Jim is staying with his wife is because of
his two children. Joyce understands the situation and accepts it, so she doesn't pressure Jim for a divorce.
Jim's wife knows nothing about Joyce,so she's not getting
hurt by his affair.
So what's wrong with Jim grabbing—wliteii\er happiness
he can? Isn't this affair better than breaking uP a family?
A FRIEND OF BOTH
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Senior voice recital by John
F. Hayes, Melbourne, Fla.,
will be at 7 p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts"
Center,
Murray
State
University.

- Community Sunrise Easier
Service will be at .G004
Shepherd • United Methodist
Church at 5130 an.

Easter Sunrise service will
be at North Pleasant Grove
Cuniberland Presbyterian
Church at 6 a.m.

Mr, n•

Hazel Community Center
will open at 11.a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizen&

Sunrise service will be held
at 6 an. at Bethel United
Methodist Church by. Bethel
and Brooks Chapel Churches.

Second day of A.Q.H.A.
Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State University
Horsemanship Club, will be at
9 a.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

•

Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee will meet at 7 p.m
at the Kenlake Lodge, Aurora
All interested persons are
invited.

Easter Egg Hunt will be at 2
p.m. at the Oaks Country
Club. Each child is asked to
bring six eggs.

Blue Grass State CB Club
*May.April 15
Easter Egg Hunt will be
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
held at 12 noon by the Murray P•in•
,
Moose Lodge at the lodge hall
on North 16th Street Exten---Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
ded.
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
• Activities at Land Between
hall, Highway 121 North.
the Lakes will include slide
Reservations for the ladies
presentation
on spring
wildflowers at 3 p.m. and
day luncheon at the Oaks
spring wildflower search at
Country Club on Wednesday
3:30. p.m., both at Center
should be made today with
Station.
Essie Caldwell or Miry Wells.

H14, 641S

onday, April 16
Home Mission Book study of
Memorial Baptist Church will
be held at 7 p.m. with all
groups invited.

*

•

41r

•

It you ever
wanted to slip
behind the counter and
mike your owni sundae.
. with any topping and all
the goodies. now s your chance,
on Easter Sunday, April 15 '

, Best part is.
it's FREE, with
any meal except
sandwiches
So bring the family in for
Americas favorite meal,and a Free
East& Sundae on Easter Sunday

4;

SIRLOIN
4441

IP

Bel Air Shopping Center

10
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Proclamation
County of Calloway, Ky.
WHEREAS, Honorable Julian M.
Carroll, Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, has urged all
citizens, individually and collectively to
cooperate in a yearly endeavor known
as the "Commonwealth Clean-Up
Campaign," and,
WHEREAS,The citizens of Calloway
County are fortunate to live, work, and
play in a community with such a wealth ,
of natural beauty; and
WHEREAS, In order to promote
community improvement efforts for a
clean arid lifter free Calloway County,
your County Government is joining.
with Governor Carroll and the Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection to make our
community even more beautiful.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Robert 0.
Miller Judge of Calloway County,
Kentucky, do hereby proclaim the
month of April.,_Thai
CLEAN-UP AND
BEAUTIFICATION MONTH
in Calloway County and urge all
citizens to show appreciation for owGod-given beauty with the hope that
effort and care will be exerted to assure
our continuous enjoyment of these
natural resources.

EDITORIAL

Congress Unreigned
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Most Americans are suffering from the scramble to
keep up with the cost of living
— and of paying taxes.
But none of us enjoys the
same- ability to provide selfrelief as do members of
Congress.
• The Senate came under a bit
- of-criticism recently when it
scrapped the ceiling of $8,600 on
outside Income, voting to delay
the restriction for, four years.
Now a subcommittee of the
House Ways and Means Committee is working on a bill to
allow each representative and
senator a $50-per-day tax
deduction for each day
Congress is in session.
Members already
are
allowed a $3,000 deduction in
consideration of their need to
maintain a home in Washington
as well as in their districts. But
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the proposed deduction, which
could amount to as much as
$14,000 annually, is designed to
further offset the cost of living
in Washington.
It could mean an average
reduction in individual tax bills
ofAbout $4,600. .
The American public is
unlikely to view the scheme
with sympathy. Approval by
Congress two years ago of a
$12,000-a-year pay raise for
members drew cries of outrage
and led to adoption in each
House of the outside pay
limitations.

cgrtret
ADRIGINAL
Et4EIGY PLAN
3,852 hircl
mor101••

Looking Back

Following as it does the
Senate's reconsideration of the
outside pay ruling, the tax
dodge is certain to draw fire.
The lawmakers, we trust,
will take another look at their
self-serving handiwork.

10 Years- Ago

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

Bible Thought
•

"Grace and peace be multiplieu
unto yOu through the knowledge of
God,- and of Jesus our lord." It Peter
1:2
Spiritual blessings ancrease in direct
preoportion to our knowledge and understanding of spiritual thipgs How
often do you turn to God arid .His
Word in a desire to'growl

Funny,
Funny World•
Friends of an 80-year-old widower
tried to talk him out of marrying a 20year-old girl. "Why not?" he asked.
"She's the same age my first wife was
when I married her."
.
Earl Wilson

20 Years Ago

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
With the strong concern that people
are showing toward money it seems
that altruism is appearing to be more
and more sacrificed by what some
people call "business" ignoring
praiseworthy humaniatic virtues.
A few days ago_when for the first time
I decided to take a short trip along with
my company to Jackson, Term., I was
optimistic about this trip. But calamity
came when we needed to receive help
from the(I was told this later) so-called
not caring people of the city.
It was Saturday when we left Murray
to go to Jackson,in the hope of enjoying
from our trip to that city about which
my friend had already told me good
things. At night as I was driving on the
highway something went wrong with
my car so that I had to have it towed.
When the man who was to tow it with
his towing truck did so and charged me.
$20, I drew a personal check since I had
already spent my cash for gas and, as a
conclusion, I had no more money nor
had any of my friends.
The man said he valued just money
and a check was of no value to him. We
had a dispute with each other and at
times we tried to convince him of our
situation and that we had come from
Kentucky and had no access to anybody
to get $20 cash to pay him. He was so
stubborn that he payed no attention to
my three I.D. cards or my begging to
him to accept my personal check. It
was like I was talking to the wall
At last he took our car, carrying us in
it and getting us off around his house
leaving us in a remote area.
We had no idea about where wvere
and what to do. The only alternative
could be a union to pay me cash for my
check, but it was after midnight and
all of the unions, as well as banks, were
closed and also the following day,
namely, Sunday, was a holtdity.
As it was raining, we started to hitchhike to get to town. We asked for
several persons who were driving on tot'
the city but none of them gave us a ride.
ride.
Eventually a young guy felt pity for
us and took us to Jackson.
It was after midnight as we were
rambling around asking for people to
help us solve our problem and come
back to Murray, but it still remained to
be an unsolveable dilemma.
Hungry, exhausted, desperate, and
suffering from aleeplessness sitting
down on a chair in the corner of a
restaurant and again enlisthing others'
assistance without getting any result,
we spent that bitter sorrowful night to
see what was going to happen on the
morrova.
Our last effort brought us $20 cash.
Two meh working in a gas station, after
hearing our sorrowful dramatic episode
and making sure that there was no'trick
in our statements, paid us $20 to pay the
man who had towed my car.
I wish 1 kne7athe two tnen's names to
mention here, those who helped us.
Shame is to the man who for $20 cash
caused us such desperation. Sincerely yours, •
Cyfus Vassal
Murray Manor Apts. J-4
Murray, KY 42071

An art exhibit of works by Jerry
Speight, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Speight, Murray, is now on display at
Somerset Community College. It
features some 65 paintings and objects
of art by Speight,instructor of art at the
school.
Births reported include a girl,
Melanie Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Ellison on April 10.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"With Six You Get Eggroll" starring
Doris Day and Brian Keith.

A check for $600 has been presented
to the Birth Defects Center at Louisville
for national research by the Calloway,
County Chaper of the National Foundation of March of Dimes, Ray B.
Brownfield, chapter treasurer.

large corporations and finance int
'stilutioni. Another 20 percent probably
will be from organizations able to
facilitate deals.

Strong Concern

ii 6,11imn of historical ond genealogicai
ane('dotes. stories and family notes.)

Lt.(jg)Thomas E.Steele, son of Mrs.
Cullie Steele of Murray, is serving
aboard the aircraft carrier, USS
Oriskany, which is scheduled to leave
San Francisco, Calif., for a tour of duty
_
in the Vietnam area

More Accomplished
In Five-Day Period
-NEW- YORK-4AP4 lia,a-period zif
just five days in Manila, says William
McCrea, the executive_ of a. small
business can accomplish more than he
could in two years running around the
world."
During, those few days in the
Philippines, from June 24 to June 29,
hundreds of entrepreneurs, bankers,
advisers from large corporations,
government officials and others will
gather for Project ICONE.
The acronym stands for the International Congress on New Enterprise.
Out of it, says McCrea, the congress'
chairman, small businesses from both
emerging and developed nations might
find profitable alliances in each other's
countries.
, Businestes in emerging nations can
benefit from the know-how of foreign
companies. That's uriarstood. But
McCrea explains that small concerns in
developed natiens also need contacts in
emerging nations.
!CONE,supported by the Philippines,
the U.S. Commerce Department, the
U.S. Agency for International
Development. Control Data Corp., the
World Bank and others, will assemble
those who can break such barriers as
inability to identify and evaluate opportunities, costs concerns and worries
about the mechanics of foreign trade.
McCrae, whose idea it is, promises
"It will be a concentrated, practical
peogram for those looking for ventures
with a partner in other countries.
The Seydel Companies of Atlanta will
be there, both as student and teacher.
Headed by Scott Seydel, the company
already' is involved in about 20 joint
ventures with local partners in
developing countires.
Seydel is concerned mainly with
textiles and textile chemicals, but it is
also interested in industrial machinery
and agribusiness.
Roach Inc., Columbus, Ohio, has
'Signed up. Its international experience
is in direct sales of apparel through
distributors in many parts of the world.
Again, both teacher and student.
The same role will be played by The
Private Development .Corp. of The
Philippines, which has been active in
more than 50 companies. And the
Ashamu
Group,' a
Nigerian,
nativeowned conglomerate.
About 35 percent of the participants
are likely to be the senior executives or
presidents of small or 'medium scale
companies from. developed countries,
with another 35 percent from emerging
_
nations.
About 10 percent, perhaps 40 or 50
representatives, are likely to be from

Echoes From The Past ii,Juds

The Ledger & Times annual fishing
contest will begin tomorrow with three
divisions in the running for the host of
prizes.
The Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, has been the
speaker at the two weeks' revival at the
North Utah Street Baptist Church,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. George Hart, librarian at
Murray High School, will attend the
meeting of the Kentucky Library
Association in Louisville on April 17.

Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Roberts, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Erwin, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs, Norman Lane, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Conrad Carr.
New officers of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club are
Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs. Harry Whayne,
Mrs. Robert Hopkins, and Mrs. Rubin
James.
Good and choice yearlings sold from
$2.5 to $28 this week in the sale at the
Murray Livestock Company.

30 Years Ago
An effort is being made to have
Clark's River dredged to prevent the
annual overflowing of many acres of
rich farmland in Calloway County and
other counties in the Purchase area.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dona
Story, 48.
Population figures for Murray as
released by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce are 8,217 for the corporate
city limits, and 2,000 for the suburbs
H. T. Waldrop, Standard Oil, Graves
Hendon, Texas Com-pany, and Charles

M. Baker, Shell Oil, were elected as
officers of the Calloway County
Petroleum Industries Committee.
The Rev. R. F. Blankenship, pastor,
Will speak at the sunrise services at
Goshen Methodist Church at 6 a.m. and
at the evening service at .Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church at 7 p.m. on
Sunday.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Ladies of The Chorus" starring Adele
Jergens and Marilyn Monroe.,-

40 Years Ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State Teachers College on April-7 accepted from Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr a
51-acre tract of land adjoining the
MSTC campus. The property is that
formerly known as the "Murray Golf
Course" and is located just north of the
college stadium.
County officials revealed today the
Fiscal Court has requested the State
Division of Rural Highways to act as cosponsor with this county in sponsoring
WPA and rural roads to be constructed
in each magisterial district.
Lt. Gov. Keen Johnson will be the
speaker at the National Hospital Day
Celebration being sponsored locally by
the Mason Hospital on May 12.
Deaths reported this week include
John Oliver Haneline, 67, Bobbie
Clayton Wells, one month, Charlie
Allbritten, 30, and Will Howard, 82.
Marriages announced this week
include Jessie Fay Poole to Alfred
Young, and Opal Jewell Hill to Claude

50 Years Ago -A strong warning on mad dog
issued this week by the city fathers &se
dog head sent off April 9 after the dog
was slain in West Murray was reported
to show rabies in the brain.
Senator Alben W. Barkley visited in
Murray on April Band in the district for
a few days before the beginning of the
special session of Congress in
Washington, D. C., called by President
Herbert Hoover to consider farm relief
and the tariff.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Bettie Curd Melugin, Goerge
Hargrove, George M. Jennings, 65, arm
Mrs. Sephronia Howard, 86.
J. W. Crisp, J. 0. Haneline, L. L
Gupton, Mart Shipley, J. C. Cleaver,
Jeff Massey, C. A. Taylor, Ctimmodore
Jones, B. B. Parker, Raymond
Hargrove, M. L. Logan, and Loyd
Henry are members of the Grand Jur)"
for the Calloway County Circuit Session

Mini-University
For the past few weeks I have been
teaching a class for Mini-University on
early living in Kentucky. The kids in the
class are all around ten years old, and
we have had an interesting time
learning about how people lived and
worked 150 years ago.
The first thing we tried to do was td
visualize the trip from the east Virginia or North Carolina, since that is
where most of their ancestors came
from,- across the mountains to Kentucky. It proved difficult for these
modern day children to imagine
themselves in a world without
automobiles and McDonald's, but they
divided into groups, picked a group
leader and began making lists of what
would be really important to bring with
them to the new country. I had tried to
stress that since they would be
traveling (on their imaginary trip) by
.
wagons or flatboats, only the essential/
items should be brought along. They
strained their imaginations to grasp
what could be made or grown after
reaching their new homes.
This led to a discussion of what skills
these pioneers should have. They
finally decided that a carpenter,
blacksmith, weaver, and a farmer
—would be absolutely necessary. It was
really interesting to hear these kids
discuss just what could be made from
the raw products available in the new
land, and what skills would be
necessary to make these things.
The end of the first session was
devoted to designing log cabins for their
new homes in the wilderness. At first,
these cabins were drawn complete-with
basements, upper stories, and
bathrooms. Then we got practical and
realized that the early shelters would

Today In History

B. Anderson.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Wilson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Euel Tinsley, a girl-By The Associated-Press
to Mr, and Mrs. Earl Knight, and a girl
Today is Saturday, April-K-111i
to the Rev. and Mrs. A. V. Havens.
day of 1979. There arp 261 days left in
Dr. Cody H. Jones'spoke on "Cancer
the year.
and Its Preventives" at the meeting of
Today's highlight in history:
the Lynn Grove High School ParentOn this date in 1865, Preaident
Teacher Association.
Abraham Lincoln was shot by John
Wilkes Booth-at Fr:4's Theater in
Members of the cast of the play,
Washington.
Lincoln died the next
"Lena Rivers," to be presented April 22
morning.
by the senior class of Hazel High School
On this date:
include Opie Erwin, Maydell Luther,
In 1775, Philadelphia Quakers under
Houston Hawley, Dorothea Miller,
Benjamin Franklin organized the first
Laura Janette Curd, Eva Lamb, John
society for the abolition of slavery.
Melvin Morgan, Earl Knight, Mildred
In 1890, delegates to a conference of
Armstrong, Wilton Holland, Louise
American
states in Washington created
Berkley, Alexa Outland, Maudie King,
what was to become the Pan American
and David St. John.
Union.
Showing at the- Varsity Theatre is
"The Ice Follies of 1939" starring Joan
In 1912, the ocean liner, Titanic,
Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres,
struck an iceberg in the North Atlantic
and Lewis Stone.
shortly before midnight. The ship sank
242 hours later, and 1,500 persons
drowned.
,•••-

being held with Judge Ira D. Smith
preaiding.
Approximately 1,150 students have
enrolled at Murray State Teachers
College for the' 1929 semester. MST.0
now ranks second among the state
teachers colleges of Kentucky in
students enrolled.
Marriages announced this week
include Lillian Jones to Prof. C. S.
Lowry, April 6.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Evans, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom.
Members of the Murray City School
B4 arj1 are S. F. Holcomb, Dr. 0. B.
Irvan, Dr. Ben B. Keys, J. D. Rowlett.
J. D. Sexton, and Luther Robertson.

New officers of the Delta Department
the Murray Woman's Club are Mrs.
George Hart, Ass Desiree Beale, Miss
Oneida Wear, and Ml's. Kelly Dick. ,
of

In 1971, President Richard Nixon
eased an American trade embargo on
China,- permitting export of nonstrategic goods to the Communist
country.
. Ten-years ago: A Chinese Communist ...Congress in Peking adopted a new
contitution based on the writings of Mao
Tse-tung and named Defense Minister
Lin Paio as Mao's successor.
Five years ago: The first U.S.
domestic communications satellite,
Wester One, was latinched.
One year ago: lindted progress was
reported in-talks held in Tanzania by
U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
and British Foreign. Minister David
Owen with Rhodesian guerrilla leaders.
Today's birthdays: Actor Sir John
Gielgud is.75 years old. Actress Julie
Christie is 38. Actor Rod Steiger is 54.
Star baseball player Pete Rose of the
Philadelphia Miles is X.
Thoughtlor today: Diligence is the
mother of good fortune - Miguel de
Cervantes, Spanish writer, 1547-1616.

be vasir basic, and wooldn't contain
-much more than a room or two with a
'fireplace for cooking and warmth.
Some of the children even planned what
their gardens would look like.
A few of the girls refused to admit
that they would have had to go out into
the dark, cold night; they conceded that
bathrooms were a little too
revolutionary for those times, but they
put their outheuses right onto the
cabins, so that they wouldn't have to
make a long trip. Who knows, maybe
some of the pioneer women had the
same kinds of minds and did the same?
Our second session was given by two
very nice girls from TVA who brought
an-interesting collection of old-time
tools with them. The kids did their best'
to figure out what these tools were used
'tor; sometimes they guessed right, but
many of those objects were so foreign to
modern life that it was impossible to
guess. It was a real lesson in tools that
can't be plugged into, an electrical
socket or run on batteries. Many of
them were hand-made.
Our next session, will be a trip to the
Home Place at LBL, where we will all
get a chance to actually see what it was
like to live on a primitive farm. We will
also get to see many of these tools in
use. And the last session will be an oldtime school day, which will be held at
the city park near the old courthouse.
The kids will then find out a little about
what a one-room school is like, complete with McGuffey Readers.
My group of fifth-graders were: Joey
and Woody Hicks, Julie Edwards,
Anne-Marie
Hoke, -Annemarie
Clevenger, Connie- Moore,
Weirdo, 'Libby Welch, Kim Bynum,
Penny Futrell, and James Daniels.
They hopefully have been able to take a
little interest in Kentucky history by
trying to live it for a few hours. And
they have certainly made me realize
that the contrast Between life then and
now is so great that modern -children
have trouble even imagining what it
- was like.
a
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NBA Tournament
Ends On Friday 136
BENTON - Co-favorite
Roland Martin of Broken
Arrow, Okla., finished with X
pounds, three ounces to win
'Bass
National
the
Association's Kentucky
National Tournament Friday.
Martin received $2,500 and a
boat, trailer, depth finder and
trolling motor valued at
$5,000.

Ade

Roland Martin won the National Bass Association's Kentucky National Tournament by netting 26 pounds, three
ounces during the three-day tournament in Benton.

of
Chapman
Tommy
Denver, N.C., who led after
Thursday'stound,took second
with 24 pounds, eight ounces, a
performance that earned him
81,000.
. r
Hank Parker of Clover, S.C.
took third, netting 18 pounds,
14 ounces, good for $900.

Chapman also received a
check for $5,000 with his bigbass catch of eight pounds.
Second place in that category
went to Bill Teal, Easton,
Penn., !seven pounds, 11
ounces), and Robert Moser,
Wapa Koneta, Ohio, took third
with seven pounds, eight
ounces. Teal won an 85horsepower Chrysler outboard
motor, and Moser received
8500.
Eighty-two entrants competed in the event, marred by
strong winds and 10 inches of
rain during the three-day
affair. Among the local
contestants were
Hugh
Massey and Don Gilbert of
Murray, Ron' Colbert of
Mayfield and Ron Shearer of
Hardin.

The Top 20
Roland Martin. Broken Arrow, Okla.,
25 pounds. three ounces.
2. Tommy Chapman, Denver, N.C., 344.
3. Hank Parker. Clover, S.C., 11.14.
4. Nelson Craft, Cherryville, N.C., 14-11_
5. Corbin Dyer. Lexington. 16-10.
.6 Jeff Hall. Zanesville. Ohio, 16-11.
. 7. Bill Smith. Tennessee Ridge, Tenn ,
154
11. Don Bodaner, St. Louts, 14-15.
9. Basil BAcom Rolla. Mo., 144
10 Ron Colbert, !Mayfield. 13-1.
11 W D. Thornhill, Pineville. S.C., 13-0.
TT Robert Moser, Wapa Koneta, Ohio,
12-2.
13. Shorty Evans. Hosier, Mo.. 13-0.
11_ Ron Barbrow, Louisville. 114
15 Bernie Maupin, Beaver Dam. 114.
16. Bob Kizer. Greenwood, hid, 10-13.
17 Harvey_Mastin. Smyrna. Tenn., 104.
18. Bill Burress. Noblesv tIle. 2nd., 1.11.
19. Ton Whaley, Rock Mill, Mo., 9-4.
20. Hugh Massey, Murray, 84.

waiting in line to
Roland Martin and Hugh Massey are among the many contestants
weigh their fish.

getti
Wha
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Severest Penalties For Deer Poaching
cases where maximum
poaching fines have been
levied since the fine was
raised to $1,000 for each offense.
The three men were
arrested on December 9, 1978,
by Warren Co. Conservation
.9fficer James Taylor and
Second Wildlife District
Supervisor Wayne Riley
shortly after 10 p.m. The officers found five dead deer, a
spotlight, three knives and
some ammunition in the
suspects' possession. The men

Frankfort, Ky: - Warren
District Judge Henry J. Potter
today levied what Department
at Fish and Wildlife Resources
officials are calling the
severest penalties for deer
poaching in state history.
Meted the maximum fine of
$5,000 each were Larry
Wholbrey (Route 5 ) and
Harvey Bryson (1636 Curd
St.), both of Bowling Green,
and Lonnie McMillan of
Maryville, Tennessee. In
addition to the fines, each man
was ordered to pay $333.3s3 in
replacement costs for the five
deer found in their possession
and court costs of 827.50.
Judge Potter also sentenced
each man to a total of 450 days
in jail, but probated the
sentence provided the men
sacrifice their hunting rights
for the next five years and pay
the entire fine.
"It is encouraging to see
deer poaching, which is a
serious problem in Kentucky,
being taken seriously by the
state judiciary," remarked
Director R. W.-Garrison of the
department's Division of Law
Enforcement. Garrison added
that this is one of several

By Charlie Mekenuey
Ducks Unlimited Secretary

Commissioner Carl E. Kays
of the Department of Fish and
SCHOOtING
Wildlife Resources reacted
with praise for the state'
The most commonly known
judiciary. "Law enforcement
of social behavior in fish
aspect
and the prevention of is their tendency to "school." to
poaching, vital parts of group togeAser in large numbers
wildlife management, are
Sport fishermen in the Spnng
possible only with cooperation
look for schools of popular
from the public and the gamefish such as white bass,
branding crappie and black bass, and take
in
judiciary
poachers for the outlaws that advantage of the abundance of
fish in one place
they are."
tiot all fish school. Certain
species such as largemouth bass,
white bass and many saltWater
fish travel in schools when
young, but break up into smaller
units and finally become solitary
fish as they grow older and larger _

Interestingly, those fish which
schh-oI -Tor their entire-Reis-Tot
usually forage fish such as minnows'and herring.

I hope you harvested your
fair share of ducks this past
season. Even if you didn't
have a great season, I bet you
had some great times and
have a new duck hunting story
to tell.
•
Duck hunting is probably
not on your mind now unless
you still have a duck blind
floating around on one of the
lakes.

Safety in - numbers may be
their motto, suggests the Stan- al
Mercury outboards' fishing department.. but it's also possible
that schools of small fish are
nature's way of providing a
cock meal for hungry' predator
fish such as bass, pike and mus-

members mention that they
would be willing to take' an
active part, and even hold an
office in the local chapter. 0.
K. here's your chance.
A meeting will be held April kie
16th, thats Monday .night at
Research has shownr that
'V 00 p.m. at the Triangle Inn. schooling fish do maintain a
Officers for the coming year definite awareness of each other
this is evident in the way they
must be elected.
The banauet depends upon keep a set distance apart and.in
the active support of the local their synchronized movements
chapter and its members,
Most fishermen have seen this
which in turn supports the in the actions of minnows in k.
supplies the D. U. Shotgun and. lake or stream. Disturb the water near them and they turn in
many other auction items.
unisoh and flee, never bumping
items.
many other auction
inn)each other in their hurry tc
So make sure that the local evade the danger
chapter surVives and conNowne fish is really a leader
tinues to grow; attend the, of-a
scWool.
meeting and take an active
triggers the group to act
What
part - do your fair share.
mystery that
See you Monday night at the in unison remains a to solve
bioloosts have yet
Triangle Inn. Bring a friend.

Well, enough of this small
talk. Now to the reason for the
Duck Call in the middle of
April.
It is time to elect officers for
the Calloway County Chapter
of Ducks Unhmii for next
year. These people will direct
the chapter and have
responsibility for putting on
the annual D. U. Banquet. The
local chapter has over 200
members and once again had
an outstanding banquet
raising over $2,000 for the
National Chapter to use for
purchasing wet lands in
Canada.
I have heard several

,s44-

•

pled guilty to charges of
illegal possession of deer.

The Peek COI

I have heard some strange
stories about blinds just
picking up anchor and moving
to another spot on the lake
without telling their owner. I
also heard a story about a
trailer loaded with a duck
blind that took a trip into
Trigg County leaving the blind
setting' Ott the hank - of Lake
Barkley.

Robert Moser, Wapa Koneta, Ohio, holds the seven
pound eight ounce bass that won him third place for big
bass. Moser received a cash prize of $500.

fell
thos
pro.
cost
rep:
freq

Nelson Craft, Cherryville, North Carolina, shows off two of his larger bass which
helped him win fourth place, with a total of eighteen pounds eleven ounces.
TOURNAMENT TIME
Murray Bass Club will. hold
a club tournament Saturday,
April 21, out of Ken-Lake
Marina. Starting time will be 6
a.m. and weigh-in time is 3
p.m. Pairings will be posted at
Jerry's Restaurant, and Big
Mac's Sporting Goods after
Wednesday, April 18.

Photos And Siory

By Mary Sorrow

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

• wir--.3
753-9131

Hw.641 South

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Ron Colbert, Mayfield, holds one of the bass which
helped win him tenth place, with a total of thirteen pounds one ounce.

RESTAURANTS

%%%%%%%%%%

7:00-11:00 San. lin, Thurs.
7:81-11410 Fel. Set,

•sr

appy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores
on Kentucky Lake

Tommy Chipman, lienver, North Carolina, holds the
eight pounder which won him a boat, trailer, depth finder
and trolling motor valued at MOO for big bass, and
helped place him fourth in the tournament

DON McCtURE

GRAYSON Mo.:WU

lake 41 Eas# out& Moorrosr to 2 moles turn roght on 280
Follow 180 for 7 mstips post Sooner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panoramcfand follow Mack top to your rIght

502-436-5483

Telephone,

Scout 4x4

Compliments

WATSON'S

Of

Fish Marks!
Anything Lass Is Just A Car

759-1208

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
Johnny Grice caught a three-pound, 12 ounce smallmouth bass during the Kentucky "rational Tournament in
Benton
' t

641 South
753-1372

So. 12th. S.

RESTAURANT

(We Spoclobre In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

South 12th Street
41"

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111
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FOUR WHEE11114,,_
What Kind Of Cat Mileage
N.You Really Getting
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My four wheel drive is anvil filled with mercury aqpi
getting hornble gas mileage. sealed with lead doesn't SF
What can I do about it? Many complish much either.
is the time we have heard
The early jeeps used a sixty
fourwheelers speak to seventy horsepower four
- those very words,and it seems cylinder displacing one
• probable that with the rising hundred and thirty four cubic
cost of gasoline they'll be inches. Now they use a one
repeated
even
more hundred and thirty horfrequently in the future.
sepower motor displacing
Let's be realistic. Just what three hundred and four cubic
'kind of mileage are you really inches • with eight, cylinders.
--getting? If you're not sure
In the case of the trucks we
check it out carefully. Don't used to get the job done with a
use your speedometer, for the six cylinder engine churning
calculation because most rigs out about one hundred and
have big tires and the speedo's fifty horses. That's more than
are notorious for error in such most V-8's produce today.
cases. Top of the tank; drive a Instead of two hundred ind
known distance of miles and fifty cubic inches we're
retura; and then refill the feeding four hundred or more
tank.
to do the same job. Cubic
Our experience with four inches eat gasoline. And in
wheel drives includes a range order to save the atmosphere
of three miles per gallon all we've had to detune the
the way up to thirty. We'll be engine's efficiency wise,
surprised if you're not which meant it took lots of
somewhere in between. Four cubic inches just to get the job
wheel drives have not always done.
been notorious gas hogs. Most
This brought about the axle
of this has occurred in recent ratios of 3.08 to 1 and similar
years to be truthful. Why? figures. But in a big motor and
What brought it on?
let iLloaf was the policy. That
Primer-11y'four— things In our would be fine if all four:.
opinion. They got bigger and wheelers retained the stock
heavier; which required tires and drove a steady fiftyLarger engines as engines five miles per hour on level
grew far less efficient; and to roads. ThiQ does not occur.
meet
government Most four
!.1 drives get big
requirements the factories tires addi
:hereby further
started raising the axle ratios, raising the axle ratio. In effect.
based on the use of narrow the rig thinks it's climbing a
squatty tires; and you and I steep hill just going down the
got too lazy to shift gears for road.
ourselves"'
I rode in a Blazer last month_
Today's four wheel drive which will illustrate our point.
truck and its enclosed cousins It was geared far too high to
(Blazer, Ramcharger, begin with, had hewmongus
Bronco) is from five hundred big tires added also, and
to twelve hundred pounds should the power have been
heavier than its ancestors. sufficient for the engine to
That's bad enough but in wind out to five thousand rpm
addition it is also bulkier, in high gear we would have
having to displace one and a been traveling 147 miles per
half times as much air just to hour. The oldtirners had gears
move along. Those figures on the order of 4.56 to 1. Put on
alone can cut gas mileage in your big tires and gas mileage
half. You don't take something got better instead of worse.
with the aerodynamics of a Back to the Blazer a moment.
brick wall and stretch gas 'Considering the gears it was
mileage. _Featherfooting an pulling and the swath of at-

shift. He changed the full time
four wheel drive over to the
old conventional type with
locking hubs on the front.
Same truck, same motor,
same driver. He now got an
average of 13 miles per gallOn.
Almost double.
Who's to blame for the lousy
gas mileage? Everybody. In
the future we'll take a look at
some of the things that will
helpyour mileage and some of
the things that don't.
FOUR
HAPPY
WHEELING.

mosphere it had to displace It
would require about eight
hundred horsepower to reach
that speed.
Another real culprit is the
automatic transmission,
especially when combined
with fulltime four wheel drive.
A fellow fourwheeler over in
Graves County bought one in
1976. He drove it a little over a
year, and it got just about
seven miles pg" gallon on the
average. He yanked out the
automatic transmission and
replaced it vdth a straight

Jsfrfaupèu

Fishing Line

WINN OUTDOORS

Sy Was Poems

_

To Fish Or Not
To Fish: That
Was Never The Question

The things a fisherman will
do...
Phil Sumner and I had been
talking up a bass fishing trip
on Kentucky Lake for almost a
month. But something always
hitare
bass
muddy
the
and
Have you heard about the
seemed
to get in the way. His
it
makes
fishing contest sponsored by ting short, but that
brother-in-law got sick. The
challenge.
more
of
a
Donnie Peal? Donnie is the
lake was high and muddy. I
If you are going to bass fish had a
manager of the Hickory Hut
"request" on the home
baits
spinner
BBQ place on Chestnut Street try all colors of
front to fix that leak in the
and he is having a contest for until one produces. White has pantry. It seemed like we
the largest crappie and-or been pretty good most of the never would get to go fishing.
bass caught—on sport fishing time but don't overlook the
But the recent weekend
tackle during the months of lime or yellow. Plastic worms loomed with no niajor
are producing some bass _stumbling
April and May.
blocks. I got on the
••••k /MOM
every day so we know the
Bring your fish by the Water temperature is rising. I phone and got in touch with
Hickory Hut and have them don't think color makes a lot of Phil. "Boy, you got any line on
weighed and recorded, difference in this dingy or your reel?" I asked.
"Well, I don't know. What's
probably even photographed muddy water if the bass are
on your mind?" he asked,
too, then at the end of each feeding.
jumping to learn the when and
month, the person with the
Try to find brush or small where, but not violating the
largest crappie and the person
clumps of bushes just under "code of the cool."
"Thought we might see if we
the surface and drop a worm
right in the middle of it.
can find an old bass around
one of Kentucky Lake's
Storm clouds didn't keep Kentucky.Lake's bass from biting. Phil Sumner keeps ten-.
If you have a rod with' bad
line on it don'ttry this because stumps," I returned. "I hear
sion on a fish near the riprap along Eggner's Ferry Bridge at Aurora.
you will just lose the fish, they'retitin', and tomorrow's
cutting back on the outboard. matters worse, we'd run up sure use a burger.'
along with the hook and worm. as good a time as any to-find
out."
I'd caught fish off the bridge the lake, far from the car, in
'Iwo burgers, two cups of
Twenty pound mono should
We wasted no time laying
riprap before, and I was the face of a new buildup of coffee and four lures later we
be heavy enough most of the
our plans to rendezvous, and
anxious to get a plug in the clouds and wind. And we'd were back under the bridge
time. After each fish or hang,
after hanging up I changed
paid the price. We!cl sat out in casting for more Kentuckies.
water.
be sure and check your line for
line in a reel, picked out a few
I've got a thing about some of the heaviest rains We fished around a quarter
nicks and scrapes caused by
likely looking lures and then
crayfish pattern baits in early either of us could remember, hour without a strike when
the brush. It is much easier to
went to bed to dream of bass-s- spring, and I'd tied on Ain stoically throwing plugs, ominous cloud spewed o an
retie than think about the big
orange-bellied Rebel Deep cranking back in, pulling at ugly lightning bolt.
one that ght away:
The storm woke me up. It
Wee-R. Philip and I started baclilashes when we tried to
"You know, the co ch and
You crappie fishermen may LAas quite a blow, and through
lashing the water just Off the east into the wind. For the afghan sound rnigh good to
have a little trout* finding the window I could see
rocks, and on the third cast I first hour I was relatively dry, me. What ,do y
think?" I
fish on your favorite ledge or lightning
flashes
felt a sudden surge of pressure but my new rainsuit started asked Philip.
-and
dropoff since the water is io silhouettes of bending trees. I
and then a tell-tale jerking on giving away to moisture in the
"I'll be
re before you
high. You may have to look for looked at the clock. 3:10 a.m".
the end of my line.
seat..Philip and I tonunented will," Phi
said, and we
them to be suspended at a Plenty of time for the storm to
"Son! Get the netrklebilld how much fun we were headed f' the ran ip.
shallower depth.
move on, and I drifted back
tell the fish was bigger than having.
So t t's the spring fishing
the "bank runner" categorty,
"Well if I'm going to be wet, addi
A few crappie are being p for another couple of hours
life cycle. It goes
fourteatthe5
eaaclkive.
and I didn't want to take a I sure plan on catching more fro dreaming about bass to
taken from sunken treetops beB
cal°ek
.m. c
thaen
Chance on letting him flop off than two fish," J said. We
edge
along the shorelines by the
hing then i then back to
of the front was still around.
near the boat.
wrenched in our baits, started
and
out
put
them
who
people
ydrearning about them. It's
with the largest bass will be
The electricty was gone, but
The bass made a quick run, the niotor and ran back uplak
hard to decide which is more
given free, a pork shoulder know how to find them. The
rain was coming as if poured
and then surfaced, shaking' to the bridge. Philip turned
in
the
temperature
is
water
fun.
ready
to
eat,
just
the
way
you
And
Wheels
HOOKS Tires,
Accessories
front a barrel.
violently to throw the lure. It back to the rain, and I p ed
like it! Enjoy some of their high fifties and rising steadily
and
I got up, dressed, donned
was
the
a Kentucky bast, better thy cap brim as low as I uld,
bring
so
help
this
to
will
fine BBQ while you have your
than two pounds, and I kept opened my mouth
fish in from deep water to the rubber boots and rain suit and
• took
fish weighed:
brush. Don't give up, we _headed out into the downpour. my line tight while he played stinging raindrops i the face
Now then, we have plenty of haven't really lost anything I never had i thought about down. Then- Philip made a -for the next three les.
Specializing in sereicing tires I 4 WA Vehicles- t
cover to fish on Barkley and until it gets,started then -slOci. checking with. _Phlip to call scoop and the first.hascog • the
But our eff
paid, off.
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
•
•
qghe
outing
it.
I
Kentucky
to
wanted
get
lakes
off.
year
He
so
to
go
was
in
the
boat.
-Bing- Wyk-to
In The Jackson Purchase
75:1-6779
4)0 N 4th
fishing as badly as I did, and I
'Happy Fishing!
minimmonomm., know the water is high and
"Nothing_to it," I grinned the rocks I ed into another
knew he'd be at the dock on
and smugly went about the Kentucky ass of around 14
Frances Shea, Circuit Court
business of trying to niatch the inches. other hour's fishing
•w time.
A short—stack of pancakes
produ d two more, with the Clerk for Calloway County,
effort.
and a couple of cups of coffee
-We fished around to the last oser to three pounds has announced that boat
registrations for 1979 expire
at a local restaurant bolstered
two.
other side of the riprap, and
my spirits. The-fain slacked
here were a few headaches on April 30, 1979, and
this time it was Philip's turn to
r—
and the dawn skies were
connect. His fish was smaller, along with the happiness, registrations for 1980 are _
lighter than I'd antieipited:-......but _fiesty,.. a...chunky_ 12 in
however—The_ Rpot we were being sold at this time.
Mrs: Shea s-atd -that persons- The wind was down, and the
fishing has been popular withKentucky
which
•
desiring
to reregister their
dreams
of
deposited
catfisherrnen
night
previous
the
in
the
for
cooler.
years,
and
•
•
now turned to daydreams as!
That's when
w
did miles of old broken off line boats should bring with them
•
the 1979 registration form. The
•
drove on to the marina,
something dumb. W agreed lurks up front the rocks
to., cost for these
•
24
Hour
Wrecker
Service
licenses depends
snag
"What
to
you
head
Wild
passing
say,
up
do
the
lake
lures. We were
try some
•
•
a Man?" I asked Philip, who
on the length of the boat, the
hung
treeto
2112
lake
Coldwater
regularly
main
and
Rd.
Ky.
Murray,
lost
a
half
looking
for
•
was waiting dockside. He had
dozen crank-baits in the clerk said.
Mania Hogjaw
•
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip. •
F'or boats which have never
on a heavy parka pulled down
Four hours ater, four long, process.
•
been
registered in Kentucky
"Let's
over
run
over
to
Kenlake
chest
it'll
"Think
waders.
strike-less
ours,
we
were
Hunting 8,z Fishing Licenses
"We Appreciate Your Business"
•
rain?"
discussin the error of our Marina and pick up sonic before, the owner must bring
4•••••
two copies of the bill of sale or
Philip glanced skyward at
ways.
start with, we left a more baits," I suggested.
the clouds and announced, good concentration of fish
"Boy, that sounds good," proof of ownership to obtain a
''We'd better get on the water. alo
the riprap. To niake Philip responded. "I .could license, Mrs. Shea added.
It's crazy to go fishing in the
AIRMER OUTBOARDS
middle ot a storm, but if
you're-already out theremlien
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
the storm hits, that's anothe
BRING
thing."
By John Wilson
.414
:bigr,7
YOUR BASS
His-- --lagie seemed
und
_
ag v'
4141411IP3le95 m 00=21*
r/i
AND CRAPPIE
enough, and we ma
final
plans. The west si
of the
TO
(
lake, where we ere was
By John Wilson
active than usual, perhaps more
adaptable
than
HICKORYHUTPIT BAR-B-0
niuddy front the dden influx,
When's the best time to go because their strength hasn't fishermen and will spawn
203
E.
Main
759-1872
of rainwater
The Largest Caught & Weighed
e wanted to fishing?
been sapped by extremely under less than ideal confish someth g not quite so
"Right now," says Charlie cold weather."
of Ea,At Hickory Hut
ditions..„Those anglers, who
brown,in
There have been more wait far that perfect day
e east side of the Bowers, director of the
' During April Wins
1111urn.mom
lake no
Ily doesn't carry as Kentucky fish and wildlife excellent ,walleye catches might miss the peak spawning
A SHOULDER OF BAR-B-Q
touch c or as fast. We agreed'. department's
fisheries from the South Fork of the periods. So get out on the
to tr. iler the boat across division.
Cumberland River and white water whenever you can, even
Pg. er's- Ferry Bridge at
According to Bowers, the bass runs are just about to if it is a little cooler, cloudier
A ora and launch from OW . period from the first of April reach their peak. Bowers or windier than you'd like.
d airslrip in Land Between through the middle of May is feels. Crappie are beginning to
Of course, this doesn't mean
the Lakes.
the best tine of the year to show up more and more on that you should keep fishing
It took a quarter hour to catch fish in Kentucky. Most angler's-gtringers asthe water during really svefre weather.
drive the distance and another game species spawn during continues to warm and good Our large lakes can get rough
ten minutes to get the boat off this period, and spawning catches of bass have been in a hurry when the wind gets
the trailer and the car parked. activity causes fish to con- reported from several lakes up and it's extremely
Hy this time the wind was centrate in shallow water already this year.
dangerous to be caught out in
regaining son estrength.
The only dark spot on this a ripen boat Airing a thunareas where they are easy to
.4
We motored out of the locate and catch.
otherwise bright angling defstorm. So temper your
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
launching area j3arallel to the
"We've already had better horizon is the weather. Spring desire to catch fish with a good
riprap along the highway. We fishing this year than we had in Kentucky is almost always dose of common sense and
MA.
intended to turn north under by the end of April last marked by unsettled weather keep a watchful eye on the
the bridge and fish toward.the..... spring."'Bowers says. I'This 'conditions — thunde./..storms. weather.
Rut do go fishing — the way
looks like it could be a banner cold snaps, strong winds, and
niggina, Sugar, Duncan RaY
sector of the lake.
for spring fishing. We other disturbances that make things look now, this spring is
year
Hwy.641 North •
753-6448
one you certainly don't want to
Let's give these rocks a
have good population levels of fishing less than ideal.
msc=m
quick try," I suggested, game {Ash and they seem mere
But, Bowers says, fish are miss.
s.
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Craig Stadler Shoots 67;
Takes Over Masters Lead
question. "I guess so after Sneed at 135 in the 43rd sboro Open,shot 68.
First-round leader Bruce
Masters golf tournament.
today."
"It rained last year in the Lietzke blew to a 75 with a fat
Stadler, a pudgy 210pounder, completed a 6-under- third round of the PGA and I 40 on the back side after the
par 66 after a vicious thun- shot 67," Stadler said. "I storm and was well back in the
derstorm forced a two-hour guess I hope it rains the next pack at even par 142.
Toni Watson, golf's Player
suspension of play Friday, and two days."
Sneed; winless since the 1977 of the Year the past two
surged into a share of the
second-round lead with Ed Tallahassee Open, completed seasons and the pretourhis round of 67 before the nament favorite, and . Joe
heavy rain struck and Inman were tied for fifth place
anxiously waited to see if his S- after each fired a 71 for 139.
Jack Nicklaus, only fiveunder round would be washed
time winner of this prestigious
out.
It wasn't, but the round event, lurked in striking
distance after a poor start wasn't completed either'.
Twelve players remained on collecting four birdies on the
the course when darkness back side for a 71-140 and a tie
delayed the conclusion of the with Lindy Miller, 67, Lou
round, which the Masters Graham, 71, and Spanish ace
•
Committee said would resume Seve Ballesteros,68.
Miller Barber, one of the
Murray State basketball 1975-76 Class AA state at 8:30 a.m. today. The third
Coach Ron Greene termed it a champions at Memphis round was to begin as dozen players having to finish
-giant step in the right Treadwell High School. Also originally scheduled - at his round today, also stood at
4-under-par with three,holes to
direction," as the Racers on that squad were Robby 11:30 aan:
e more
"I certainly don't want it play - needing
signed 6-10 Michael Bates to a Randolph
Hank
and
equal
birdie
to
e
course
dwell
can't
out,
washed
but
I
binding national letter of McDowell.
64.
intent Friday.
During his two years at on it," Sneed said as play was record of
Lanny Wadkins, the only
Eastern Oklahoma, Bates halted when the storied 7,040grew four inches and gained 40 yard, par-72 Augusta National two-time w,inner on this year's
pounds. "We knew when we Golf Club was included in a tour, rei6,ered from a bad
first rptlnd with a 69 for 142, a
recruited Mike that he'd be a tornado warning area.
matched by Hale Irwin
to
Stadler
and
built
a
Sneed
3
big man by the time he
era 70.
graduated," said Eastern shot advantage over Leonard
Defending champion Gary
Thompson and Ray Floyd,
-Coach Jerry Smith.
Player had a 72-145, Lee
As a freshman, Bates who finished late in the day a
Trevino 71-144, Arnold Palmer
averaged 20.4 points a garcie-• 138 on the rain-soaked cou
and earned All-Oklahoma Thompson had a 70 and Floyd, 72446 and Billy Casper,
Junior College honors. He was the baseball fanatic w)io won among.the first day leaders, a
also named honorable men- last week's Greater Green-. 75-144.
tion JUCO All-American and
all-region in 1977-78.
• Bates is the third Murray
The 221-pound Bates was State
signee,
joining
one of the southwest's most Eminence High's Mont Sleets,
heralded junior college a 32.-point scorer last season,
players at Eastern Oklahoma and Henderson County's Mont
Junior College- in Wilburton, Sleets, who averaged 21 points
Okla.
and 15 rebounds as a senior
"We are putting together a last season.
Mel Purcell intends to turn been. invited to play in an
team that will be very comThe Racers will also have
petitive in the Ohio Valley available three transfers ho pro within a few years, but he exhibition event in Virginia
Conference," Greene said were redshirted last se
will get a chance to play Beach, Va., May 10-13.
after the acquisiton of -Bates, 6-4 Torell 'Harris, w
He will face Rumarsian. the
came against the pros much sooner
Nastase on the first orsecond
who averaged 18.8 points and from Duquense, 6-3d Michael than that.
Purcell, one of the top- day of play. The draW %sill
11 rebounds last season to Davis of Schooloyaft
finisll with with a two-year Junior Coltegrand guard ranked 21-and-under tennis consist of five professioDaLs
total of 1,009 points.
Gary HookervWho transferred players in the U.S. and a and two other amateurs As a 6-6, 175-pound forward, from Mississippi State when redshirt freshman at the Ben Testerman and Scott
University of Tennessee, has Davis.
Bates was a member of the Greene departed.
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga.
Craig
Stadler decided
loved the
weather.
But, he had o think about it
a while.
"Do I
nkItp a good
niudde "he said,repeating a

he
f"

Giant Step'

Racers Ink 3rd Recruit
In 6- JO Michael Bates

y Graham Road

Everyone Is Invited-To-Attend
Enjoy The Bible Preaching And Christian
. Fellowship
Sun
io-voa.m.Sunday School
Sen
1100 a.m. Morning Worship
700 p.m. Evening seryice
Rev Dewoyne Franklin, Pastor

Sun

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA,Ga.- There are
tNe pro tour's stung lions all lean, blond and so stylized
you -can't tell them apart
without tossing them out on
the golf course and seeing
what grip they use.
Then there is.C-ratg Stadler,
co-leader at the halfway point
today in the 43rd Masters. —
Young Stadler looks like the
plumper half of the movies'
old Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy comedy team. If Jackie
Gleason ever got sick, he
could step in to fill the Ralph
Cranston role.

Spring Revival

I

Monday, April 16
thru
Friday, April 20
7:00 p.m.
LEXIE 1111X,Speaker

University
Church of Christ
106 N 15th

Playoff Endings
Nets, Cavaliers Fall From Title Race
• By the Associated Press
Atlanta's defense and
Philadelphia's muscle
brought an abrupt end to the
two miniseries in the National
Basketball
Association's
Eastern Conference, while the
home-court advantage helped
stretch things to the limit in
the West.
The Atlanta Hawks limited
Cleveland to just 13 points in
the final period and beat the
Cavaliers 100-91 Friday night,
while centers Caldwell •Jones
and Darryl Dawkins combined for 37 rebounds as'the
Philadelphia 76ers --!beerpowered the New Jersey Nets
111-101.
Atlanta and Philadelphia

32

Pudgy Stadler Breaks
Monotony Of Golf Tour

You Are Invited To Attend ..

•

The Kenlake Indoor Tennis Complex ) above ) should be open for play by June 1, says the club's professional Del Purcell.
The four-court complex was originally scheduled for completion last fall, but a change in ownership of the construction
company delayed the progress. Both memberships and hourly rates will be sold.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

thus completed two-game
"Their defense took us out of on 9-1or;34 shooting.
sweeps of their first-round
Los Angeles .and Portland
what we wanted to do," said
series and will begin play in . Houston guard Calvin Mur- had two of the best home-court
the best-of-seven second- phy. "They had a game plan records in the NBA during the
round Sunday, with Atlanta at and they stuck with it."
regular season, the !Akers
Washington and Philadelphia
Offensively, John Drew and compiling a 31-10 mark and
at San Antonio.
Eddie Johnson scored 25 the Blazers going 33-8. Both
, In the West, the Los Angeles points each and F'urlow scored used the home-court adLakers beat the Denver
vantage to stay alive in the
Nuggets 121-109 and the
first-round series Friday
Portland
Trail Blazers
NBA Playoffs
night.- • defeated the Phoenix Suns 961.akers center Kareem
92 to tie those series at one
AbdulJabbar, saddled with
victory apiece. The, deciding 12 of his 14 points the second five',-;.,rsorial fouls for nearly
games will be played Sunday half as Atlanta posted its 17th ,
93e_ entire s..:-.0nd half. scored
in Denver and Phoenkt.
points and srabbed 12
consecutive victory at home.
Atlanta and Houston were
The, _76ers simply- out- rebounds against Denver. .
tied 78-78 after three periods, muscled the Nets, pulling
How did , he keep from
but the Rockets -were held down an amazing 00 rebounds fouling out? ,
scoreless for 5:33 of the fourth as Coach Billy Cunningham
ask me," replied
.. "Don't
•
,quarter and managed just 5 used his two centers together Abdul-Jabber. "I just played
points in the opening 9:25 of for Much of the game. Jones as hard as I could and left it up
the period as the Hawks pulled had 24 points and 21 rebounds to providence."
away.
The Laker*.who led most of
while Dawkins had 19 points
-The key to our team is good and 16 rebounds.
the way,finally put the genie
team defense," said Terry
The 6-11 Dawkins said he away - by outscoring the
'Furlow, Atlanta's riserve liked being on the'court at the Nuggets 11-4 in a two-minute
guard. "The Atlanta ?gawks' same time as the 7-1 Jones."If stretch late in the final period,
D, that's what it all came my guy gets by me I know
Jarnaal Wilkes added 26
down to.
Caldwell will be there,", he points and 13 rebounds for Los
. • Moses Malone led Houston said. "I can relax a little if I Angeles, Norm Nixon handed
"Are you a big eater?" the hole."
• with 21 points and 24 rebounds know he's in there."
out 16 assists and Adrian
pillowy--25-year-old - pro-was •' -.After the -round,:-Nidt-latis•
--but4anly,scored points_M the r.
...,Daridley came off the bench to
The-Sizers_led-&145_-4,1
he
asked after he shot a 66 Friday said,"Nice roMd,Graig." ...--1-'•seCond
half, went up by 10 after three Score 25 poinTST—Da-Vidto tie Ed Sneed at 135 after 36
Thanki,"
Stadler
"As John . Paul Jones or periods and kept the lead in Thompson paced the Nuggets
holes of Augusta National's responded! "The name is someone once said,'We found double
figures throughout the with 29 points but was held
fairway festival.
;/ ...•••
Craig."..
the enemy and they're really final quarter.
scoreless in the fourth quarter
"Naw," he replied, -it just
name
been us," said Houston Coach Toni
d
Bernard _ King led New until the outcome was
stays with me quite well."
mistpelled on the scoreboard. Nissalke, who said the Jersey with
27 points while decided.
/I noticed they had it wrong Rockets did not get the ball John
This was not a sufficient
Rookies Ron =Et-I-ewer and
Williamson, who scored
answer for the probing press
this year,tobj'StadlePsaid.. -"Inside-enough to-the 6-foot-10 38 points in
Wednesday's Mychal Thompson scored 21
"What are your dimensions
The name is Craig Stadler, Malone,
game, was held to 21 this time and 20 points, respectively.
- how much do you weigh?"'&- not__Graig, as in Nettles. Golf
newsman persisted.
buffs better remember it. He
Stadler paused momen- may be around for a spell.
tarily and then countered
.The tour book lists him at 5"Wanna take a guess?"
foot-10 and 210 pounds, which
Laughter.
gives him the benefit of some
Stadler not only looks like ar, doubt. He has a round,
embryo Jackie Gleason -friendly face with reddish
1
is twice as funny.
mustache. He has a puckish
Asked what his greatest
lilYeOu can say what you want
thrill had. been in previous sn.'
about my weight as long as
Masters, he
-responded
"Gallerying on Saturday
I you keep it under 200 pounds,"
he told reporters.
never made the cut."
The Easter Bunny can't beat the Sonic Easter,
but.. he's going to fix a Sonic Cup-Of-Goodies and a small
His suit size is 46-fat.
Winner of the U.S. Amateur
drink for the first 200 kids under 12 years old.
Championship in 1973, he was
If he wins the Masters, he's
A number will be printed on the bottom of the cup. Save
apt
to grb Johnny
paired with golf's If11-time not
it and check our marquee Monday, April 16th. If your
champion,_ Jack Nicklaus, in Miller's Sears Roebuck
number is drawn bring the cup to the Sonic and receive a
clothing contract. But the
his Masters inaugural in 1974
Free Gift.
Someone asked him if there brewery companies may
were any hurnerous incidents scramble for his commercial
in the experience.
favorite interests, *e
Hsiices
"It probably huniored, serv
Nicklaus," he said. "All
says. are golf and beer, not
essarily in that order.
know is I hit second on ever,

Purcell To Play
astase In May.

ant Grove
yterian Church

injur
Pira
hurti
Th:

EASTER SURPRISE
AT THE SONIC

Racer Tennis Team
Takes 13th Victory

NM
%
qpPy La'n9
HAMBURGERS
ONION RINGS

GotiKan edged Ken Putlak 6:
1, 3-6J6-3 at No. S. and Sieve
Willie lost to Akin Anastopoulo
6-4,6-4 at No.6.
Persson-I konard stopped
Alvarez-Wayne Putlak 3-6,6-4,
Terje Perssod. fell
6-2 at No. 1 doubles, and
Louisville's Mark Alverez 7-6, Willie-Berthiaume beat
6-2 at No. 1 singles;
chris Pacher-Anastopoulo 7-6, 4-6,6Leonar5I beat John O'Brien 6- 2 at No. 3. Swarting and
3, 6-4 at No. 2: Roger Fier- Costigan lost to O'Brien and
th ia unie defeated Svilit Ken Putlak 6-2,6-4 at No. 2.
Pac.her 6-1, 7-5 at No. 3; Finn
The Racers played Western
Swarting whipped Wayrii, Kentucky in Bowling Green
Putlak 6-4, 6-2 at No. 4; Mike today.
The Murray State meri's
tennis
team
dunippd
Louisville 6-3 yesterday
race to its 13th victory in 16
matches this spring. '

k°4
Sonic Will Open
at 1:00 p.m.
after church

Have A Nice Easter
With Your Families

ZTAriff
753-9002
641 North
a
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The first place team event winner in the Murray Woman's Bowling Association Tournament
held recently was the Corvette Lanes team. Members, left to right are, Nancy Todd, Lois
Smith, Marsha Hargrove and Pat Scott. Not picturedwas Debbie Coleman. The team
finished with a 3039 series.

All events trophies in the Murray Woman's Bowling
Association went to Shirley Jones ( left ) who finished with a
1851 handicap. tins Smith was the all events scratch winner
with a 1571. Jones was also the second place singles winner.

First place singles and doubles honors won during the recent Murray Woman's Bowling
Tournament were left to right, Wanda Brown,first place singles champ with a 620, Marsha
Hargrove and Betty Parrish,first place doubles winners with a 1222.

Milner, Stargell's Sub, Leads Pirates
• By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When Willie Stargell is
injured, the Pittsburgh
Pirates aren't necessarily
hurting.
Thg,re's always.John Milner

in resery.g.
injured Stargell, Milner
"The man can play," says blasted two, two-run homers
Dave Parker.
to key a 7-6 victory over the St.
The Pirate supersub showed Louis Cardinals.
some of his stuff Friday night
"I just want to be an asset to
for the second game in a row. the club," said Milner, obPlaying again in place of the viously not unhappy as a

sometime player. "I can't be two-run homer capped a fivecoming to the ballpark every run Pirate burst in the third
night looking to see if I'm inning off Pete Vuckovich and
going to play here or play staked Pittsburgh to a 5-2
there."
lead.
In three games thus far this
"What a night Milner had!"
season, Milner has given the exclaimed Pittsburgh
Pirates his best shots. They Manager Chuck Tanner."And
include six hits in eight ap- it's nice to give a guy like
pearances and six runs batted Stargell a rest until he's
in. The second of his homers right."
Friday night provided the
The regular Pirate first
Pirates with their winning baseman has a bruised hip.
runs.
'Both catue off fastballs,"
Reds 4, Padres 2
Milner' said. ."T'iti not air.-Dan- Dries- n's two-run
guesser. I wait to see the ball double keyed a three-run first
inning and Dave Concepcion
Baylor singled, Rudi hit an and then I hit it."
In other National League drilled four hits as Cincinnati
RBI-double
and
Brian
Downing delivered an RBI- games, the Cincinnati Reds beat San Diego.
Bill Bonham, with six strong
single. In the fifth, Ruth, beat the San Diego Padres 4-2;
Rance Mulliniks and Downing the Atlanta Braves nipped the innings, recorded his first
all hit their first homers of the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1 and victory since undergoing
the San Francisco Giants surgery last September for
season.
trimmed the Houston Astros 8- bone chips in his right elbow:
Twins 8, Mariners 2
7.
He scattered seven hits.
Roy Smalley and Ken
Milner hit a pitch from
Landreaux hit two-run homers reliever Buddy Schultz for
Braves 2, Dodgers 1
and John Castino had a two- Pittsburgh's winning homer,
Gary Matthews' sacrifice
run single to pace Minnesota's which followed a double by fly provided the decisive run
romp over Seattle.
Dave Parker. Miler's earlier in the fifth, and reliever Gene
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By the Associated Press
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
He gave his own catcher the
thutnti, then got thumbed by
the ump. It was just another
game for Earl Weaver.
'Baltimore's fiesty manager
didn't
appreciate
Rick
Dempsey getting 'picked off
base in the second inning and
got into a brief helmetslamming contest with him
when he yanked the catcher
three innings later.
Weaver didn't appreciate
Ken Singleton getting thrown
out of the game for protesting
his strikeout in the fifth inning
- and he followed Singleton to
the showers for protesting Me
ejection.
And he certainly didn't
appreciate the balk call
against Baltimore pitcher Don
,.Stanhouse that triggered
Milwaukee's five-ran seventh
inning, blew open___a_._ close
genie and helped the Brewers
beat the Orioles 9-1
In Friday night's other
American League games,
California ripped Oakland 10-

1, Minnesota clipped Seattle 82, Texas nipped Detroit 5-4,
Chicago whipped New York
12-2 and Toronto turned back
Kansas City 4-1 in a rainshortened 5 -inning game.
WeaJer
When
pulled
Dempsey out of the game in
the fifth inning, the two went
nose to Mee in the Baltimore
dugout. "He slammed a
helmet down, so I slammed a
helmet down," Weaver said.
"He picked up a mask and
threw it, so I picked up a mask
and threw it. If he would have
gotten too close, he would
have been in trouble.
Dempsey said he was upset
at being pulled from the game,
but that he had cooled down. "There was no fight or
anything. He explained his
side and I explained mine. I
was wrong."
Angels 10, A's 1
Don Aase scattered six hits
while California had six extrabase hits, including, Joe
Rudi's home run and double,
to batter Oakland.
In the second inning, Don

DON'T
PEEK

Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet GB
L
W
Milwaukee
4
2
667
Boston
g's
3 "5--- 600
1
500
3
Toronto
3
Baltimore
3
.419
4
PA
New York
3
.429
4
1Vs
1
.250
3
Detroit
2
Cleveland
3
.167
5
1
WEST
Minnesota
Kansas City
California
Seattle
Chicago
Oakland

5' 2
,714
I
4
114
IMP
2
5
Ph
.625
3
5
2
.556
4
314
.333
4
2
--AS
504
1 Friday's Games
Chicago 12.„New York 3
Toronto 1, Kansas City 1, Vit innings,
rain Milwaukee 9, Baltimore3
Texas 5, Detroit 4
Calif ornia 10, Oakland I
Minnesota 8, Seattle 2
Only games scheduled
Satardsy's Games
Kansas City Leonard 1-0, at Toronto
Lemongello 0-1,
Cleveland Paxton 0-0 at Boston !Stanley 0-0,
New York Hunter 0-0) at Chicago
Kravec 0-2,
Baltimore ,D Martine: 0-1 , at Milwaukee Slaton 0.0;
California ?Frost 0-01 at Oakland
*Langford 0-24
Detroit Baker 0-0; at Texas Medich 0.
0,
Minnesota (Hartzell 0-0, at Seattle
,Bannister 1-0,, n

NBA Playoffs

NATIONAL LEAGUE
By The Associated Press
EAST
- First Round
• • IV U. Pet. .,G8
Best of Three Series
Montreal
4 4..1E0
Eastern Conference
New York
;
600
2
3
Wednesday's Game
St. 1,0t/13
3
600 L. •-...Philadeiphthi
2
in, New Jersey 114
Pittsburgh
3
429 1.
4
Friday's Game
Philadelphia
.400 2
3
2
Philadelphia 111. New-Jersey 101, PhilaChicago
000
3
0
delphia wins series 241
750
.714
500
444
375
.250

Philadelphia Espinosa 0-0, at See
York r Allen 0-0,
St Lows ,B.Forsch 0-0) at Pittsburgh
Whitson 0-0)
- Houston ( fintile 0-1, at San Francinr
(Blue 24 )
•
Cincinnati , LaCoss o-ol at San Diggh
(Perry 1-0,, in)
Atlanta , Mahler 0-I at Los Angeles
(Welch 10'. • n

Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at New York, 2
St lows at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Montreal
Houston at San Francisco, 2
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Cincinnati at San Diego, 2

Sunday Morning
April 15 -6:00 A.M.
At

MSU Stewart Stadium
Sponsored by

The Murray Cgloway County
Ministerial Association
Program Includes:
'
The St. John's Baptist Church Special Singers
•
'The 'Trumpeteers from MSU will provide special brass call
wor5:hip. and °Herat-64
'
Special Easter prayer given by Rev. WalterMischke Jr. (First
.
•
United Methodist Church)
'Scripture Lesson read by Rev. Buz.z Rabatin (First Presbyterial.
Church)
• Rev. Dr. Jerrell Whit , to give _greeting (Memorial Rapti,
'
Church)

given
Church)

Invocation

•
by the Rev. Dr. Bill ;Whittaker (First Haile,'

given

by

Rev, hl

Boston (Palestine

Unito'

Methodist Church)

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray Mayfield

n
2
27
43

glitaritay'l Gilboa
Chicago R.Reuschel 0-I) at Montreal
Grimsley Op

Service

•Sermon

Giants 8, Astros 7
Jack Clark hit a three-run
homer and Bill Madlock also
knocked in three runs,
powering San Francisco over
Houston. Houston allOwed
only six earned runs in their
first six games, but San
Francisco jumped to an 8-1
lead after four innings with
Clark delivering his big blow
in a four-run fourth.

Second place team winner in the Bowling Tournament was
Gary and 1Viick's Used Cars. Members are (left) Carol
Mc
Gary and Mick's Used Cars. Members are (left)- Carol -McDougal and Mary Beth Hays. Not pictured are Etathara

Rose Suit Dropped
CINCINNATI (AP) - A
Hamilton County Juvenile
Court judge has dismissed a
paternity claim against
baseball star Pete Rose, but
the case will be pursued in
Florida,attorneys say.
Judge David E. Grossmann
dismissed the suit in Cincinnati Friday at the request
of Cincinnati attorney Ed
Benson, who represented
Terryl Rubio of Tampa,Fla.
Rubio, 25, alleged in
lawsuits filed in Ohio and
Florida that Rose is the father
of her 1-ybar-old daughter,
Morgan.
•

Carol McDougal (left) and Shirley Jones were the second
place doubles -winners in the Murray Woman's -Bowling
Association tournament held at Corvette Lanes.

WE=

6
2
San Francisco
Houston
5
2
Cincinnati
4
4
L.C.0 Angeles
4
5
Atlanta
3
5
6
San Diego
2
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh 7, St Louis 6
Cincinnati 4. San Diego 2
Atlanta 2. Lon Angeles 1
San Francisco 8, Houston 7
On14 genies scheduled

&ger Sunriae

And turn off .the oven 15
minutes ahead of time when cooking something like a roast. The
heat that remains wiftlinish the
cooking, at no cost.

Garber made it stand up as
Atlanta edged Los Angeles.
Garber relieved rookie Rick
Matula, who emerged with his
first major league victory.
The Braves smashed 11 hits
off three Los Angeles pitchers,
eight of them against loser
Doug Rau.

'Benediction given by the Rev. David Roos (First Christial ,
Church)
• First Presbyterian Church in charge of the Continental Break
fast'.

PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY
INVITED

Wednesday's Game
Atlanta 109, Houston 106
Friday's Game
Atlanta 100, Houston 91. Atlanta wins
series 2-0

I

Western Confereace
Tuesday's Game
Denver 110, Los Angeles 105
Friday's Game
Las Angeles 121. Denver 109

Sunday.
;Game
Los Angeles at Denver

Seven Seas
Restaurant

Mobil
Travel
Guide

Tuesday's Game
Phoenix 107, Portland 103
Frlday's Game
Portland 96, Phoenix 92
Sunday's Game
Portland at Phoenix

Minor League

-

Quality Rated

is now
Quality Itated
by Mobil
Travel Guide
•

J

Only 46 Restaurants in Kentucky
are
'
Quality
rated by Mobil. Four of these
are in Western
Kentucky

Return Possible
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The
Commerce
state
Department is exploring the
possibility of returning minor
league baseball to Western
Kentucky.
Commerce Commissioner
Carroll Knicely said establishment of a league could have a
positive influence on economic
development in the area. He
said several Western Kentucky residerts have inquired
about the feasibility of reestablishing the old Kitty
League.
Knicely said Hillman Lyons
•of Murray, the department's
recreational development
representative, will work with
local officials interested in
seeing their comniunities
become home for a minor
league team, to establish
facilities that meet league
requirements.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

"Easter
Special"
Sunday-Thursday. April 15-19

Enjoy a FREE Dessert with your Dinner
Select a charbroiled U.S.D.A. Choice Steak or a Seafood
ner, fresh from the ocean and. .

Have a FREE Dessert
Compliments of

Seven Seas
Restaurant

7.;

Seven Seas
open Monday through Sunday at 4p

m

Special Banquet Facilities
Available For Your Group .

Sobserlbors gibe heat oaf
esicolvoll Noir boomi-tkillvared
tory of Tlso Marty taiga A
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Murray Business News Briefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

Personal Kentucky Income Up 14% In 1978
Two years ago, eight
Kentuckians who reported
yearly incomes of more than
$200,000 paid no state income
tax. Thirty-four others who
reported incomes of between
s100,000 and $200,000 also paid
no tax.
That's not a large number of
people considering the fact
that 1,412,043 tax returns were
filed in Kentucky that year.
And there are perfectly legal
'
reasons — like various types
of tax write-offs and loopholes
or tax-free investments — for
high-income Kentuckians to
owe no tax.
Just as interesting for trivia
A customer now has a wider selection of meats at Owen's Food Markets new 32
buffs is the fact that there are
foot, 4 deck meat counter. The new meat counter is just one of the remodeling
three Kentuckians iri tiny Bell
changes that the local market has made recently. Owen's is located at 1407' Main.
County of southeastern
Kentucky who have each paid
in excess of ;1,00,000 in yearly
state income tax.
That may make the average

0: 'wen's Food Market Remodels
•I'The past several weeks
ere have been consistent
changes in the inside apliearance of Owen's Food
Market. "We have now
of - our
all
completed
'modeling," stated Kenny
Owen, owner of Owen's Food
Market.
The most prominent of the
changes is the addition of a hot
cieli as well as a 32 foot 4,deck

meat display case.
"The hot deli features fried
chicken, barbecued ribs and
chicken and chicken and
dumplings.
-We also have an assorted
variety of vegetables torwxl
out a hot meal," Owen added.
The new meat case allows
the local market to display a
wider variety of meats to their
already large selection.

According to Owen there
would still be fresh barbecue
and barbecued ham cooked
Kopperud Realty is pleased
fresh daily as always and all
to announce Shirley Wilferd,
the salads and side orders that
-Realtor, as a full-time sales
go with them.
associate with their firm.
Catering service is also
was • formerly
available for any size group ....Shirley
associated with Wilson Real
with at least 3 days advance
Estate and presently is on the
notice. Mr. Owen can be
Board of Directors of the
contacted at 753-4682 or at the
Murray-Calloway Board-ofstore located at 1407 Main.
Realtors.
Prior to entering the real
estate profession, Shirley was
an Assistant -Professor at
Murray State University

election to membership. The
Academy, the country's
second largest national
medical association, was the
first national medical group to
require members to keep up
with
medical
progress
through continuing education.
The Academy, founded in
1947 and headquartered in
Kansas City, Mo., was instrumental in the establish-

ment of a new primary
specialty in family practice in
1969. The new specialty is
expected to increase the
numbers of family physicians
available to serve the public in
the future. The Academy's
continuing education program
is,the foundation of eligibility
for family doctors now in
practice who apply for certification
in
the
new
speciality.

Fenton Passes State Boards

Edmund D. Fenton Jr. of
Murray was one of 58 people
issued certified public ac54ecountant certificates recently
by the Kentucky State Board
44,00,
of Accountancy.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Swans communicate with a
: loud, trumpet-like sound, Edmund D. Fenton Sr (if

continue to outstrip most of %aseported to be worth between
the rest of the country in $75 million and $100 million.
personal income
A special study conducted
gains
because of various economic by the Kentucky Department
development programs un- of Revenue in 1975 confirmed
assumptions about
the
derway.
That doesn't mean, of location of the state's
course, that everyone's in- wealthiest people. There were
come is up in Kentucky; it's only about 9,000 tax returns
the average personal income filed in coal-rich Bell County
that has made new records. that year, for instance, but 26
Kentucky countinues to have of them reported more than
both
poor people and $100,000 income. In Jefferson
millionaires, as well as the County, containing the state's
majority of taxpayers who fall most urban population and
where more than 316,000
somewhere in between.
And Kentucky has its share returns were filed in 1975,
of millionaires, mostly located three taxpayers reported
in the coal counties, the urban incomes of more than $1
areas and the bluegrass horse million each and 645 others
farm regions. At the top of the earned in excess of $100,000.
list, according to Fortune -Fayette County, home of the
magazine, is coal executive lush horse farms, had four
Claude Canada of Pikeville. In residents reporting incomes of
an article titled "Who's Who of more than $500,000 and an
the Private Rich" he was additional 183 with yearly

incomes that exceeded
$100,000.
.- By way of comparison, a
1978 report of the state
Department of Commerce
Aides that median family
income in Kentudf—for a
family of between three and
four persons was $11,200.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was upward.
Leading
gainers
were:
Ashland Oil (NYSE), to 444a
'from 43s; Brown-Forman B
AMEX), to 37 from 3.5L.;
Citizens Fidelity (OTC), to
2214, from 22; Vermont
American AMEX),to 20 from
18s. Greatest declines:
General Energy (OTC), to
1244, from 1314; Capital
Holding (NYSE),to 204s,from
2044. No change; Liberty Bank
(OTC1, 31L2.

Wilferd Joins Kopperud

Hughes Completes Course
Retains Membership In AAFD
KANSAS CTTY, MO — Dr.
Donald G. Hughes has cornPleteci continuing education
requirements to retain active
membership in the American
Family
--Academy
of
;Physicians, the national
!Association of family doctors.
;The Academy formerly was
'tailed the American Academy
of General Practice.
The requirements call for
members to complete a
minimum of 150 hours of
accredited continuing medical
-study every three years.
...jytembers become eligible for
ye-election at the end of the
third year following their-

Kentuckian fell just a bit
better in the aftermath of the
1979 income tax filing
deadline. That same Kentuckian, though, may have
discovered something this
year while filing a return: that
hisaor her personal income in
1978 was up substantially.
According to figures compiled
by Business Week magazine,
total personal income increased 14 percent in 1978.
Kentuckians' gains in personal income were tenth
highest of all 50 states and
were the highest of all states
'east of the Mississippi River.
According to William L.
Short, secretary of the state's
Development Cabinet, the
growth rates in Kentucky are
attributable to income booms
in construction, manufacturing and farming. And he
predicted that Kentucky will

assigned to the University
School, where her physical
education program received
,National recognition.
_Shirley has been active asa
basketball official and has
served four years on the
Executive Council of the First
Region. Basketball Official's
Association.
Shirley has three children,
Alison, a student at Murray
State University, Leslie,
employed at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, and Gene, a
student at ...Murray Middle
School.
Mrs. Wilferd is a Murray
native, having 'graduated
from Murray High School and
having received BS and MA
degrees from Murray State
University. She is a member
of the 7th and Poplar Church
of Christ and resides on North
16th Street—extended; Her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Conner, also reside in Murray:

RACINE, WISCONSIN — Mckeel Equipment Co., of Murray, has been honored as one
of the top dealerships of thej I Case Company Agricultural Equipment Division.
The Case dealer sold more compact tractors in 1978 than ans other dealership in the
Memphis Branch. Coleman McKeel (5th from left) of Murray, received a plaque in
honor of his sales during 1978 for Case. tractors in the Compact Tractor category at
Chicago recently.

Billion Dollar Mark Passed By Kentucky Savings- And Loan Asso.

Murray.
Fifty-two certificates were
issued through, examinations

Mortgage lending activity
by Kentucky's savings and
loan associations passed the
billion-dollar mark in 1978 for
and the remaining six bby the first
time in history.
waiver of examination, based
The activity of our 100
upon certificates from other members
in 1978 demonstates
strated again the importance
of savings,. and loan institutions in. Kentuckians'
home-building and homebuying plans," Kentucky
Savings and Loan League
President Charles W. Murphey said.
He noted that at the end of
1978, savings and loans in
Kentucky held about 61 percent of all outstanding mortgage loans, and served as
depositories for about half of
Kentucky's savings deposits
The figures were based on -a
Kentucky Savings and Loan
League
survey
which
produced responses from 88,
institutions representing 91
percent of the state's total
savings and loan assets
Figures
were
adjusted.
proportionately to 100 percent
of assets for a more accurate
reflection of the role of
savings and loan associations
Winner Jeane Moore, left, is pictured here with Needle Woman Fabrics store
in Kentucky's economy
'manager, Georgine Wells. Mrs. Moore won an 18" black and white T.V. in
The survey disclosed that
Needlewoman's recent drawing. The store is located in the Central Center Shopping
1978
mortgages granted by
• Center,
•
savings and loan institutions
totaled $1,096,124,000, bringing
We at the
to more than $4.5 billion the
total amount of mortgages
outstanding within Kentucky's
savings and loan industry A
total of 202,508 mortgage loans
were on the books of Kentucky
associations, including 38,419
granted in 1978..—
About 15 percent of the 1978
mortgage loans — 5,468
were for newly-constructed
homes. The remainder
financed existing housing

units
Kentuckians added about
$65.5 million to their savings in
savings and loan accounts in
1978, Murphey said. 'Their
deposits
totaled
about
;1,683,000,000, while withdrawals
totaled
approximately $1,617,000,000.
Savings accounts on deposit
in Kentucky savings and laan

institutions totaled about $4.3
billion at the close of 1978,
Murphey said. The institutions
paid 848,392 Kentucky savers
interest totaling nearly $277
million on those deposits, he
added.
"The decade of the '70s has;
been one tif tremendous
growth in both lending' and
savings activity in -our induatry," Ertarplzgy$40."Both

mortgage loans outstanding
and total savings have nearly
tripled since 1970," he said.
But he noted that Kentucky's growth in mortgages
and savings has not quite
matched national averages.
According to Federal; Home
Loan Bank and U.S. League of Savings
Associations_
statistics, Kentucky accounted for 1.06 percent ofthe
nation's outstanding mortgages and 1.09 percent of
savings in 1979, but only 1.04
percent of mortgages and 1.07
percent of savings in 1978.
"Our survey has shown that
the greatest amount of
savings growth during 1978
came irrthe Lexington area,
with about $5 being deposited
for every $4 withdrawn:.
Murphey
said
"The

metropolitan area of Northern
Kentucky came very close to
matching that growth rate,
while Louisville savers were
withdrawing- about 89 for
every $10 deposited."
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You're out
if you don't
have clout!

Bank of Murray

Clout You gel it when you
deal through me an
Independent Insurance
Agent Here s why Because
In,es business for myself I can
place your insurance with any .

offer our

Congratulations
to

Ed Fenton
Coleman McKee'
Dr. Donald Hughes
Shirley Wilferd
jcoe Moore
Joe Outland

•I
We've

Got

thr

Shield for You and
a Diacount of up to
lk 14% on florneownere insurance for
newer home* coo.

Top MECHANIC — Joe B. Outland of Carroll
Volkswagen was selected 'Methanic of the Month' by
Volkswagen for the month of February. Outland, who
specializes in air conditioning installation and fron end
repair, has been around cars for 35 *ears and Carroll
Volkswagen for lt
sca-azaaaaaoaceisc,

SANK NOTES

for I rompin• informs.. •
r Ell

Ronnie Ross
&
Danny Ross

by Bill B2yd-

Money is a standard df
value. For any economy
to advance beyond the
stage of barter, there
must Ix. a "yardstick"
so that the value of all
goods and services can
be expressed and understood by everyone.

Everione should understand that our "Full Ser210E. Main
Phone 753-001.,
1
Shteld of Shelter

vice" bank is ready to be your "financial partner."
PrOPLES/BANK
f.
Mt *RAY • ICV

Member Flit('
.!:•vsierviaavite:AFFA

•

•.

•

of
al robed* companies
Tilts gives me clout &met don t
work for any dose company. In, to.
•position to negotiate in your
behalf picking and
choosing the car.
home business. or life
protection that suds
your needs best
For help with your !seeds
call or visit me at

Phone Or See

Guy Billing ton
Tom Scruggs
Don Shipley

Bob Billington CPCU
Owen Billington

The

Murray Insurance
Agency

a
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THINK OF THIS....
DEAR DR. LAMB —'Is if Other readers who want this ing obesity, maintaining
normal for an entire family issue can send 50 cents with physical activity and avoid-

ON
rd
re
51.
44;
to
ont
om
es:
to

ltal
om
nk

to have very low blood pres- a long, stamped, self-ad- ing an excess use of silt in
sure? Mine has always been dressed envelope for it. Send your diet. Even with these
low. I have no health prob- your ruquest to me in care of measures, there will still be
lems and I have lots of this newspaper, P.O. Box people who have pressure
energy. I was very surprised 1551, Radio City Station, that's relatively high. In
to learn that my 17 year old New York, NY 10019.
these instances where the
and 19 year old both have
It also means that it's pressure is persistently elelow blood pressure.
nnportant that all of us vated to an abnormal level,
DEAR READER --- One of maintain a normal or low medicines can be used to
the statements of an early normal blood pressure. You lower the pressure.
professor has always stuck can achieve that by preventwith me. It was his advice
about what to do when you
see a patient who has low
blood pressure. He said,
"Tell your patient to go
home, get down on his knees
and thank God he's got it."
What he meant was that
_ Frances Drake
healthy people with low
blood pressure tend to live
FOR MONDAY,APRIL 16, 1979
lots longer and continue to
What kind of day will Communications with those at
be healthier than individuals
who have higher blood pres- tomorrow be? To find out what a distance go well.
sure.
the stars say, read the SAGITTARIUS
We've seen this in a.
vari- forecast given for your birth (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )eviiii7).
ety of population studies.
A superior may not go along
The Navajo Indians are less
with one of your ideas. Don't
likely to have fatty-choleslet self-involvement
be
terol deposits in their arter- ARIES
misinterpreted
ies even when they eat high- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)er
as
infat diets because they have • Co-workers may not go consideration for others.
an inherited Characteristic along with you. Matters
at a CAPRICORN
of low blood pressure. In
distance are vague or con- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
general, if you're healthy
Inspired ideas may come
and feel good and are with- fusing, but discussions with
when you're alone, but don't
out health problems, the close ones go well.
expect ready approval from
lower your blood pressure is, TAURUS
the. better your health will (Apr. 20 to May 20) ti‘ii;1. others. Avoid confrontations
continue to be.
Scrutinize
business with those at a distance.
Let me give you .a little 'dealings. An idea of a friend AQUARIUS
ilhistration-that happens in
be farfetched. Bypass (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)••••••JA
your own body. We hear
In your haste to solve a
recreatio
nal activities that
about heart attacks and
problem, you could use the
strokes and similar prob- are slightly dangerous.
wrong method. Evasiveness
lems of the circulation all GEMINI
on the part of friends is your
the time. These are caused (May 21 to June
by fatty-cholesterol deposits
A family member may not signal to be cautious.
in the arteries. That part of take to one of your friends. All PISCES
the arterial system in your Is not what it appears
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
to be in a
body is the high pressure
Be businesslike with career
romantic situation. Curtail
circulation. Commonly the
projects. Too much personal
pressure is around 120 over flights of fancy.
effusiveness will work to your
75. That's perfectly normal. CANCER,
disadvantage. Protect
Of course, it can be higher. (June 21 to July 221
This entire arterial system
Avoid arguments with valuables from loss.
is susceptible to fatty-cho- superiors. It may be difficult
lesterol deposits and that's to concentrate on work. Try an
YOU BORI TODAY have a
what oauses all the prob- unusual approach to routine fine reasoning mind and are
lems.
inclined to the professions
tasks. Be imaginative.
In the same person you LEO
rather than business. Law,
will find little, if any, fattyliteratu
re,
scient^u,
(July
to
23
Aug.
22)124;
g
cholesterol deposits in the
Avoid arguments about philosophy, banking, and
arteries that go from the
Romance
heart to the lungs. Now keep money.
is teaching are some of the fields
in mind that since both ar- mysterious, not yet reliable. in which you'd excel. Do not
tery systems are in the same Be careful of joint assets and let worry about money keep
body,. they both are sub- resist the temptation to you from developing your
jected to the same inherited gamble.
intellectual qualities. Your
characteristics-, dietary habbest success comes when you
its, living patterns and what- VIRGO
hold fast to your ideals and
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WOL
ever.
You may be ambivalent trust your vision of the future.
The chief difference between these two major ar- about a business venture, Buy Musical and dramatic, you're
tery. systems in the body is needed household items,-tut often attracted to the theater
thst,the arteries to the lungs stay clear of any dubious and can succeed there. Avoid
are under very low pressure. schemes
complications in your peror bargains.
The arteries to the lungs
sonal
life for peace of mind.
LIBRA
normally have a pressure
considerably less than 40. (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 An, Birthdate of: Charlie Chaplin,
The competition is not above film star; Wilbur Wright,
It's that, low pressure that
protects the arteries to the using devious.- methods. Be inventor; and Kareem Abdul
Rings. That's an object les- guarded in communications, Jabbar, basketball player.
son about the importance oi but avoid an anti-social atlow pressure in preventing titude
at work.
'circulatory problems:- •
To give you a better idea SCORPIO
on the factors that control ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rille'V

You Can Save About

$8-39.28 A Year

—may

9
4 0

Hamburger Could

blood pressure, I am sending
Don't force your ideas on
you The Health Letter nurn- othets and don't be careless
ber 1-8, Blood,. Pressure. withvaluables and finances.

Rise To $1.60
A Pound This Summer
WASHINGTON I AP) — The

Agriculture
Department
forecasts the average retail
price of hamburger could rise
to $1.60 a pound this summer,
a 38 percent jump from the
average price of $1.16 in the
July-September period of last
year.
The forecast, based on
recent price_ trencts,was indude& Th-ursdaT in a new
"livestock
-and
Meat
situation" report issued by the
department.
Donald B. Agnew, who
wrote the report, said his
"guesstimate" of hamburger
prices in March was that they
averaged around $1.53 to $1.55
a pound nationally. The exact
March figures will be
available later this month.
The report said the continuing rise in hamburger
prices %Al lead to more use of
"extenders" made from
soybeans and other vegetable
products in special kinds of
hamburger.
Agnew also said he could not
yet predict what hamburger
prices may average over alldf
1979. The average price was
about $1.11 a pound last year,
a rise of 37 percent from 80.9
cents a pound in 1977.
But if present upward
trends continue, retail
hamburger prices could
average around $1.50 a pouod
over the entire year, a gain
almost as great as 1978's increase.
Agnew's report also said
fastfood restaurants may
adjust to reduced hamburger
supplies and higher prices by
increasing their menu offerings of poultry, pork and
seafood items.
In the 16th century, Aframo
Albanesi of Pavia developed a
reed instrument from an an.
cient Serbian bagpipe which
j*as shaped like the letter H.

Beat the rising cost
of living by rising
newspaper coupons.
An aNerage week of newspaper coupons is
about 816.14. this amount for 52 weeks is
$839.28.
And remember other specials without
coupons represent a greacsaNings. Subscribe

and realize the great savings each week.
Newspaper shopping Is a sure way to save.

Be Informed
Read The Murray Ledger & Times

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

Elections Held; Bushart Is President
2. NOTICE

votes to lead the field of four Wyatt of Mayfield secretary, Board will be made up of eight 'Thompson, Henderson; Steve
Lewisport; Sarah Ross, Ken
candididesfor the presidency. and Terry Clark of Murray on-campus
representatives Simmons and Mike Fraser, Brandon, and Mark Vinson,
off-campus both of Hoplunsville; Tammy
14
The other candidates and the ran unopposed for the office of and
all of Murray; David Elliott,
representatives. One off- Girten, Morganfield; Cindy. Mayfield; Marilu Johnson,
number of votes cast for each, treasurer.
Brockman defeated Chris campus representative is yet Meyer, Farmington, Mo.; and
of them are: Hayden, 299;
Pocatello, Idaho; Jim Carter,
Bryant, 235; and Workman, -CliDon of Detroit, and Miss to be selected.
Roxi Witt, Owensboro.
Whitesville; Kent Hayden
MI.
Wkatt outpolled David Black
Fancy Farm; Greg Ford,
On-campus representatives
Off-campus
representatives
Bushart has served as of Hickman and Carol elected are:
Evansville, Ind.; Rex Meyr,
Mark Lamb, who won election without
He defeated three other executive assistant ta,the SGA Pickersgill of Olmsted Falls, Metropolis,
Chaffee, Mo.; Torn Vines,
Ill.;
Pam opposition are: Bret Cude,
candidates - Barry Bryant, president, as a member of the Ohio.
Desloge, Mo.; and Scott
Graham, Belleville, ILL; Toni Hickory; Mark Covitts,
Executive Council, four
.Twenty-nine of the 53
East Point, Ga., Ted Hayden,
Pendleton, Hopkinsville.
South Fulton, Tenn., and yCnrs on the Student Senate, positions to be filled were
as contested during the election.
one
Ronnie Workman, Crutchfield including
_
- for the one-year term to parliamentarian; and on- All-but one of the 27 seats.on.,
`several campus and SGA the Student Senate were
begin Apri130.
decided, and all but one of the
His election means that he coruniittees.
ts.
He will succeed Martha 22 positions on the Student
will also serve on the
university board of regents as Boles of' Madisonville, the Activities Board were filled.
By CRAB.LES WOLFE
Districts also should be the
Members of the Student
the student representative. outgoing SGA president and
superintendent
of
Associated
Press Writer
colleges,
elected
by
funded on the basis of average education a cabinet official.
Bushart will meet with the retiring student represen- Senate are
repre%entation
in
with
daily • attendance minus the
board on April 28 and will be tative to ite board of regents.
The superintendent of
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)In nther elections for the proportion to the enrollment of
two inonths with lowest at- education, who is an elected
sworn in as a member at the
Democratic gubernatorial
tendance, he said. Funds now official, should not have to
SGA executive council, Tab each college. Colleges, their
following meeting.
candidate Harvey Sloane has
senators,
and
numbers
of.
Louisville
Brocknian
Bushart,
Was
of
a
are distributed on the basis of report to an appointee of the
The 21-year-old
put forth an education plattotal average attendance.
physics major, polled 367 elected vice-president, Debbie those elected in the .campus
governor," he said.
form that would cost $50
balloting are:
Sloane said the 50-to-1
Local school boards should
million more than what
Creative Expression 3 kindergarten
pupil-teacher be given greater autonomy,
already
is
committed to ratio should be cut to 40-to-1
Patty Jackson, Clinton;
with the state setting only
education.
Johnny Carruthers, Murray;
and the School Building minimum standards and not
Sloane
says
that
is
the
only Authority should be used to dictating
and Gordon Beck, Louisville.
curricula, he said.
Humanistic -Studies 131 - major spending increase he aid poorer school districts
Sloane added he would veto
will
propose
in
the
campaign, with crucial building needs.
John Rhodes,. Owensboro;
any legislation that would
;5zia14 ACROSS 4 Strike out
Answer to Fr:.1a,,P-zzic
adding that the program is
Bivin,
Stuart
and
Property taxes, the primary mandate programs, but
Fair
Mike
part
Bed
5
1 Magic needed
if
Kentucky
is
to
attain
source of education funds, provide no additional funding
of Utica.
. .
6 Possesses
5 Pronoun
td;E;SIB:E:G.A Nil both
III FITA:
the educational quality of its
Industry and Technology (31
have themselves become a for local districts. That in7 Costs
3 Diaries
:IN
OR IG.
T tENANT
seven neighboring states,
, 12 Toward shel- B Abate
- Keith Hayden, .Fancy
political issue, but Sloane said cluded competency testing, he
SIRLOIN
UP
.
•
.
.
Education
was
the No. 1, .. there was no immediate
9 Leave out
•
ter
Farm; and Jerry Galvin,
DIETS
AP
said, and the state should
N4
i.
10 Present
concern voiced by those he
13 Slack
Hopkinsville.
P . I *-E
funding alternative.
ERER,E '
provide remedial assistance
.•
11 Headliner
13 Send forth
during
met
his
campaign walk • :I don't see, realistically,
Business and Public Affairs
-4-41
to
pupils shown by the tests to
T9Th9-egative--, T 4
- •
P
IC
.
5 - - -Lisa
Tleming, -ac-ross the statesSloane said.
ISOw the- property tax is- going--need help-.
21 The sweet/16 Snake
------.-R Y
press
In
a
.c
onference
here to be eliminated,' Sloane said,
I - N I T E Slaughters; Greg Clark,
S
CRANES
sop
'17 Hindu'deity
Sloane
praised
Gov.
Julian
P EA
,8 Evident
23 Eagle s nest ;AIRS
Owensboro; Richard Fowler, Friday, the .fornier Louisville -The property tax in Ken- Carroll for improving teacher
. -..-.unveiled
mayor
24
Male
an
6
R A
20 Christian
education tucky is not a great tax,
T0 E
Louisville; and Steve Hancock
salaries to a No. 30 national
25 Anger
festival
C
platform which touched three
C L A TT+E R
E
proportionate to other states." ranking and helping retain
Honchul,
both
of
Delores
and
26
Greek
letter
22 •Preposition
•
ERODEn
0D
areas:
major
school
R E P
funding,
Murray.
On accountability, Sloane qualified teachers.
23 Poker stake 27 Sane
.111
1111rrr-41-S
/1.-A'T.8
_ -Human Development and financial accou'ntability and said he would "streaniline"
, 28 Cover
24 Chigger
He said he also would work
teachers' salaries.
2-9, Eon
27 Felt indigLearning (9 - Jean Shade,
A the Department of Education, to continue reducing the unKentucky.is .38th.natinalty.• -,reruoVe_it.from.the..Cabinet of
30 Lair
nant at
Henderson; Karen Pinson,
funded liability in the
32 Soil'
in per pupil expenditures, Education and Arts and makes
31 Macaw
Alexandria,
Kim
Va.;
Fox,
Teachers Retirement Fund.
32 Challenges 35 Schoolbook
Madisonville; Shane Bowling, Sloane said, but second only to
36 Metal fas33 Mineral
Hawaii
in
the
an
iount
spent
by
Be -e'
tener
Carterville,' Ohid; Susan
34 N'erve disor8 9
der
5 o
7 3 I
Durham, Mt. Vernon, Ind.; the state.
7
Local districts must spend
36 Bridge
Gretchen Skarka, Westtown,
14
12
niore on education, although
37 Great Lake
N. Y.; Sherri McDaniel,
11
1
38 GuidoIs_low 15
.several school bond issues
17
Benton; Susan Barklage,
note
have been defeated in the last
Cape Girardeau, Mo.: and
)8
111 79
39- aspic
year, he said.
42 Shovels
Leesa Mason. Bardwell.
"The state has about
Hy SY RAMSEY
46 Foray .
Environmental Sciences (4
He said one factor was
reached
its limit. If local
17 Negative
III
281- Jeff Braaten, Radcliff; Lisa
Associated Press Writer25 26
McBrayer's performance as a
districts don't Want to do their
49 Persian fairy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i API Abell, Gilbertsville; Karen
ala
31
50 Sea eagle
share. I don't 'think the state A statewide committee legislator, his role as state
111
Burman, Louisville; and John
51 Reverence
should bail them out," he said, clainting to represen1100 local commerce commissioner in
16
14
Brinkley, Hazet •
52 Final__
*lUIaaaaaa
la
adding $350 million is needed unions has announced it is attracting new incli,i_stry. and
53 Belgium
38
The vacancy in the Student
his activities in trying to:
for
school construction_
inla
river
endorsing Terry McBrayer as better labor-nianagement
Senate from the College of
11143
44 1
III
5140
42
Al
The state should:abandon its. a Democratic Candidate for
54 Permit
Industry and Technology will
relations.
55 Newts .
classroom unit method . of governor.
be
through
filled
procedurea
McBrayer already has
DOWN an
i i
IIIII
4? "i
funding in favor of _the .The move a'-as an atteniptto
44'
of appliCations and Inreceived the endorsement of a
1 Insect •
I
S7
SI
weighted
rnmil
formula.
which
carve out a chunk of the labor
-Ii terviews.
2 Apperfition 50aaa
focuses more on pupil needs, support that has been gall* 7- number of individual unions.
The Student Activities
EMIR
Sloane said.
3 Tidy
State Auditor George
at least in • public cornnutments - largely to IA. Atkins, an anti-administration
PEANUTS
Gov. Thelma Stovall. a candidate, has won the supI NOTICE THAT qOU
'
I VE REN WATCH(N6
I DON'
T 4.1AN7
ARE 'fOU
port of the United Mine
McBrayer rival.
0$
1
LIOU WHEN LiOU'RE
NEVER STEP ON
TO OFFEND
5UPER5IMOUS?
At a news conference Workers, the third large state
NE BASELINE...
GETTING KEAN TO SERVE
Friday, McBrayer said he has union group. The fourth, the
done more for labor during his Teamsters, have made no
five terms as a legislator than endorsement yet.
McBrayer shook hands and
merely "saying. you can hang
met people in two hospitals in
hat
your
in
my
office"
an
.••••
"mlirJ
obvious reference to Mrs. eastern Jefferson County:
A
Stovall's long tenure in before attending the labor
QL-'•;,1:1
announcement. His ictivities
secondary state posts:4'
4
‘
NANCY
In a blunt continent, he said today were to include a rally
WHY DO
ONLY A.
WELL,
the real question is % whether at F'rankfort.
•V••••a_
YOU'LL
YOU
SHOW-OFF
POTS
SAY
UGGO
SL
labor "wants to live with
Js A
HAVE TO
THAT?
A NOTCH IN HIS
Louie IsIttnn another four
SHOW-OFF
ADMIT
BAT EVERY TIME
years."
HE
HE HITS A
"Hell, no," one of the 100
*as
GOOD
)
HOME RUN
persons in the crowdshouted.
-Nium, a former Republican
SAP1.0 ISLAND, Ga.
governor, is running again
APK- President Carter is
this year.
finding near-perfect solitude
• McBrayer said he is aware in a wildlife refuge here where
Mrs. Stovall is gathering labor his closest neighbors include
eticlorsernerits. He added:
snake-S- and altigaturs-.
979 u,,,oreci F•alu,e 5440.84e inc
"She's the finest lady in
APR
• BEETLE BAILEY
Carter had no announced
Democratic politics, but she
YOU'RE NOT
schedule today, and his
I THOUGHT
I DON'T Ti-liNK
cannot win this fall, and I
GaNG TO
Thursday activities were
SKIP
THE CHAPLAIN
can."
CHURCH?
T TODAY
hardly arduous.
WILL MISS ME
In the past few days,
The White House press
McBrayer allies such as
office,
headquartered more
former Gov. Bert-Combs and
than 30 miles away on Jekyll
6.0
Gov. Julian Carroll have been
Island; said only that the
sounding the sanie theme,that
president had a lunch of
the lieutenant governor would sandwiches
and soup after
defeated
by
because
Nunn
be
arriving from Washiington,
she is not perceived by voters and then
walked on the beach
. as competent for the job
with
wife
Rosalynn and
"I have a good labor
daughter Amy.
record," McBrayer said to
"They have been in the
vigorous applause. His siphouse the rest ...af the afBLONDIE
passed
out
a
leaflet
porters
7e'EAR. Bu-7)
•
THEN I•M GOIN
TO ),
WHEN MY BUDGET IS FPCTEts.
N.=-Y : NEE::
indicating he had helped ternoon, reading and resting,"
IT -L
H&J'SHAVE TO TI-SAW OUT )
SO IS YOUR DINNEP
the - sparse announcement
T_R=ASE !.<
unions on dozens of bills when
TO 57AY
ONE OP THOSE
!
concluded.
"They have no
1T15 r_.)
member.
be was a House
PACKAGED MEALS)
•
Stovall's .main special plans for this
_Mrs.
achievement has been the evening."
•
endorsement of the state AFI,The Carters are staying in a
well-preserved 19th-century
CIO, and to a lesser extent the
K
("kJ'
UnitediAutornobile Workers.
plantition manor house where
President Calvin Coolidge
But McBrayer . told a
newsman • that both .en- once sojourned. The spacious
dorsetnents were much less residence, which
looks
something like the White
than they seenied.
He said the state AFL-CIO House plopped in the center of
-4440•40
4-14
even let my name a coastal forest, is owned by
"wouldn't
PNANTOIL
1G:f
SEND US
the floor," while only the University of Georgia,
THIS IS REAL. I AM JUPGE
on
put
be
PHANTOM SAVED TRADER
JUNGLE Jt_Jc-,*
TO TOWN! WE
I AM JURY. KAI ARE GUILTY.
.
Marine Institute.
HAD 01E0,
HA R C)••EMIF
47 menibers of the UAW took
WANT A REAL
TEN YEARS HAW() APiOlz
YOu VvOuLD toJe
WORLD, I
The press office said the
that crucial voier- and that
TRIAL!
HERE
HEAP5„, Now!
I many merely were members,
Carters are renting the place,
;
but has been unable to provide
not delegates.
'
.1efAi
r
1•
The "Labor for McBrayer" a dollar figure. Deputf press
•.0.
organization has filed with the secretary -Rex kanum said
Kentucky Registry of Election simply that. t4rarters'were
8.
Finance.
5
paying "the going rate."
1The president came here
t,arrY Clark, business
ulaaager of the International •It principally to fish with his
Brotherhood of Electrical
wife. and two old friends,
Brunswick, Ga., optometrist
Workers, said the committee
Hai
represents more than 60,000 Carlton Hicks and attorney
IVEKT WEEK tP/ANA.
,
-James Bishop.
wage earners.
Mack Bushart of Gilbert- sville was elected president of
the Student Government
Association SGAt at Murray
State University for 1979-80 in
balloting among students on
the campus Wednesday, April
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Statewide Group
Endorses McBrayer
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Carter Finding
Rest, Solitude
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Larry's
Clean-Up
& Body Shop
753-7669

Check
Your
Ad

Paris, Tn.
"Tennessee Trash"
Friday 13th
and
_ Saturday 14th

BIBLE CALL
Automatic 24 hours
Friday, Saturday IL
Sunday hear Purpose of old and New
Testaments
7594444; Tested ideas
for a good Marriage
759-4445.

1

5 LOST &FOUND
$100 REWARD! for the safe
return of my rust and white
Siberian Husky with blue
eyeS, called Natasha, and no
questions will be asked. Call
492 8857.
6. HELP WANTED
t
oo
CAPTAIN D'S IS now ac
cepting apOlications for
counter
sales and fry cooks
2
for both days and nights See
Mr Lamer, Monday through
.:riday, between 1:00 and
_ .•
400 pm, No phone calls.
. ar•
EXPERIENCED SEWING
,
requested- -fa •chacir-fhir--- - whiecnine operteforx-Apph.•rt-person,
'Cattoway
first insertion of ods
Manufacturing
Company,
COrrIC lions
This
III Poplar St., Murray, KY.
HELP WANTED. summer
newspop•r
will
b•
work as youth camp coon
responsibl• for. only on•
sler. 362 8660.
incorrect insertion ANY
NEED FULL time,cleaning
maid, apply • in • person
ERROR
SHOULD
SE
Calloway Manufacturing, 111
REPORTED IMMEDIATELPoplar, Murray, KY.
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
SALES
MANAGEMENT
career opportunity with a
- YOUR AD CAREFULLY
• leader in our field One of
AND NOTIFY US PROMP
'Northwestern
Tennessee's
fastest growing companies,
TLY IN CASE OF Al'
has an opening for sales
Enloe.
manager who is experienced
Will consider grocery or,
related management type
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 8.
experience
Must
have
"But seek ye first the
proven
track
record,
kingdom of God, and His
supervising
subordinates,
rightousness, and all these
and achieving goals Position
"things shah he -added unto
includes salary in the $20,000
you " Matthew 6 33. 24 hour
range plus bonus plan,
phone, answered by God's
company car„ expense ac
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
count, vacation. company
4600 Bible Facts and Free ,"Paid retirement
plan; major
Store Hear our broadcast
medical health insurance,
Sundays at 17 30 on WSJp
life
weekly indemnity
insurance .ind resume or
apply in per...•
Marion
IF YOU
Pepsi Cola Bottling Com
-NEED THEM
•
Reny. Old Route 13 West,
Marion,IL 62959. • •
Airport
489-2414
S25-30. STUFFING EN
Ambulance.
753-9332
VE LOP E S, send
sem.,
Comp. Care
753-6622
ssarn08c1 addressed envelope I. '
Fire(City,
753-1441- to Tayco, P 0 Box 11010,
Stockton, CA 95208.
Fire I County I
753-6952
WANTED C-ONS TRtteTtOet
Foster Parents
753-5362
field Secretary Some con
Hospital
753-5131
struction background helpful
but not necessary Strong
Hum. Rts. Com. 753-0849
business background in
Humane Soc.
759-4141
accounting
and
ad
Learn To Read
ministration would be ad
753-2288
vatStagious
Needline
753-NEED.4 miserate withSalary corn
experiene
Parents'
753-1792
Send resume with salary
requirements to P 0 Bo*
Poison Control
753-7588
.
/66, Murray, _K Y 42071
Police
- 753-1621
WANTED
BABYSITTER
Rescue Squad
.73-6952 for 6 month old Call
753 0528
after 3.30 pm
Senior Citizens .
WANTED
Sheriff
753-3151
WORLDBOOK.
Childcraft sales represen
_1400-592-5401
State Pot
tative Call 435 4426 after 0
This list /of telephone Om or 753 4161

4, ,•....,.•,. .

numbers;is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to dirk
the list and keep
handy
ear the telephone.

n

._
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be_submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must 'be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

12.-INSURANCE

MOBILE HOME
INSURANCE
Wayne Wilson at
- 302 N. 12th St.
or Call 153-3263
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or will
f..c.k up- C-all .4.24 81154-or-424-1315
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN SAW chains., 38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10 59, 20"
bar. S11 99, 24 ' bar. $14 55
Wallin Hardware, Paris
•

GREENHOUSE
HOUSE PLANT
SALE
Must sell all plants.
Saturday and Sunday.
205 College
161
C0-u6r2f5
%5
HOCtSE SHOE bar, 5 swivel
stools, and
Fridgidare
electric stove 436; 2504
_
K EN HOLLAND- brintS, first
and second Series, numbered
and un numbered r ,iir
1093 or 437 4841

/ (3i

Ao-

Post 45

2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic
tank, field line laid
only $5,500. Mouse
recently barn.!. Cal
435-4360 or 153-8901.

Sloane Pushing Platform

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2. NOTICE
ANYONE
knowing
inc
present whereabouts of
Ralph Worley or his wife
Virginia, last address Route
6 Murray, please call 753
t979

PLANT SALE
G.••• ThimIN•rs•.•

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
I, A Sim laity At
Starks Ilaidware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

CRAFTS
American Handicrafts
- Merribee wants
retail dealer. Write C.
Hudson, 2617 W. 7th.
Ft. Worth, TX. 76107,
or call 817-335-4161.

your own
and save
Wide Variety of
. Lynn Grove Hwy 94W
Sat. April 14 I-S p.m
MARINE BAT TERY, Te
ñönth 80 amp, S76'99, 60
month 95 amp, $36 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
REERIGERATOk,
s35,
kitchen table and chairs, 525, _
room sized rugs, $70 and $30.
Call after 5 pm,436 2294
SK IL SAW sale model -538,
52999. model 574, 53499,
model 559, 554 99, model 551;
$6669, model 553, 572 99,
model 554, 57999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
DUNGAN PHYE table And 6
chairs, maple Intrik beds,
maple dining tante and 6
chairs. 7 piece chrome
dinette set, end tables, and
stere0 753 8615

,

PAC.1-

THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, gaturda), April 14 1979

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
the
Os

DUte
753

;6. HOME FURNISHINGS
EARLY
AMERICAN
Hide-a--bed,
traditional
sofa, two french barrel back
chairs, three french tables,
all like new Call 753-5342.
French
FOUR
PIECE
provincial bedroom suite
Call 435-4290 sfter 5 pm.

I

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
Th+RE-E fa+LLE-E-14e4
Mediterien den Rirniture.
Call 753-0443.
WHITE FRIGIDARE clothes
dryer Call 759 1197 after 4
pm.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS

• sat.
whit,

nd n
Cal

ac
for
:ooks
y See
-ough
and

I

stING
slyin
w ay
38fly,
CY.
smer
:oun

'fling
yson
2, 111

ENT
th a
se of.
see's
flies.
sales
Iced
y or
type
nave
Ord.
ales,
,ition
0.000
flan,
ac
pany
a or
ince,
mity
e or
Irian
:am
Vest,

EN
saitt
.lope
6010.

tote
con
I p1 ii
ronq
in
ad
ad
:om
nce
lary
Box
ER
0528
OK.
sen
or 4

✓ will
r• 527
5 pm,
LE
38"
7 20"
14 55

For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call (9011
642-7619 located at 102 W
Washington St , Court Square:
Palls, TN

43. REAL ESTATE
.FARM EQUIP.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
Weasel Amyl Twee 44
soWeg MN woo se4 tbioff
awl take siosk 44 Ibis 3 N.
2 befli Wow. It features wool wit, carpeting firselbsof
soda frisoldie fireplace is
greet teem. New Co‘es Camp
Greyed chord mil weiersimil
IN.. Askimp $47,900

TRUCK TOOL boxes and SAW
sale
for
DUST
stainless steel tail gate Shoemaker
Co.,
Lumber
protectors. Vinson Tractor McKenzie, Tn.(901) 352 5777
Company,753-4092.
WOOD BURNING STOVE,
WEED EATER, Model 500 or $125 100 Yamaha, $350. Call
507, $39.99 Why pay that nigh 437-4289.
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for 27. MOB. HOME SALES
1967 HILLCREST, 12 X 56, all
only $32 99 Wallin Hard
electric, furnished, air
ware, Paris
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88, conditioned, nice. Price
$2999, $3999 AND $49.99 $3750. Phone 753-2762.
12 x 52, Hallmark, $3700, or
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
best otter. Call 492-8828.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
TWO PERSON A -frame RICE TWO bedroom fur
Alpine tent, 7 pounds, good_ nishecl mobile home on
condition, S60. Also a private lot. Call after 5 pm,
sleeping _deg, Norlhtace, 759 1984.
goose down filling, 3 season 1976 NEW MOON, 12 X 65,
bag, weight 3 pounds, color; central air, 2 bedroom, 2-bath, not furnished, set up on
red $60. 759 1638.
122 X 132 lot. Good storage
22. MUSICAL
building. Call 753-6966 bet ,
ARIA CLASSICAL Spanish ween 8 and 5, after 5 pm call
guitar with case, hand 436-5568
Shown by ap
painted, approximately one pointment only_
year old" 753 8260.
ed Featu,
1919
12 x 60- 1974 WAYSIDE,
LOWERY MAGIC Gene spacious two bedroom,
Organ, 11.2 years Old. Sold for central air, underpinning,
$2600 Will sell for $2500. Call tie-downs, storage shed. Call
759-1856.
436-2625 or 474-2226.
23 EXTERMINATING
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
4 acres of land on blacktop
1
3/
road 6 miles south east of
Murray. Call after 5 pm, 753
5080.
43. REALSSTAIE
29, HEATING IL COOLING
23,000 BTU SEARS Coldspot
-air conditioner, 1150 435
4127.
WE BUY and sell used air
i4
753.1551 or 753conditioners.

Jobe Smith, Realtor

753-7411 (anytime)
ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759-1677. Chilton and Hance
Realty.

Purdom & Thurman

1-E2Inssuo7ns,cdee !Resal Estate'
'HOW WAS I TO KNOW THE LIT155
VINE COVERED COTTAGE I PROMI
YOU WHEN WE WERE DATING NOW Murray, Ke';:t:cii;re
g
753
4451
'
COST gSTHOOSAND DOLLARS? wimilminim
3. REAL ESTATE

MURDER

Is. SEWING MACHINES
PFAFF AUTOMATIC,
console model 262 Cost new
$800 Sacrifice account of
3•14
death Call 436 5351 after 5
.Pbeee
Pm
- 24. MISCELLANEOUS
19. FARM EQUIP.
AIRENS RID NG mower, 7
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot, hp, runs g
APTter 5 pm,
pickup disk, $600 Ford bush 753 8886
hog, 6 foot. $500. M.F. plow,
so. 3, 14 inch plows,S400. Call BATHTJAIS, WHITE, 5'
464991--C-otoro-, 4691990
-75.3 7878 of751-475r--- ------.
WalV1 Hardware, Paris,
FORQ, 4 row corn drill,
Excellent condition, Drilled COMMODES, WHITE,
Wallin
less then 400 acres. Call $39710; Colors, $47.50.
Hardware, Paris.
436-2233 after 6 pm
PRECISION
NOTHING BETTER than EAI;THWAY
with
Adams hard surfaced plow garden seeder compleVe
'Wallin
$30.99.
.
plates,
...six.
points;
points, regular plow
disk bladeS Get our price, Hardware, Paris.
buy. Vinson FOUR WHITE spoke rims 10
you
before
Tractor Company,153 4892. ---inchwith tires. $350. nearly
SNAPPER MOWER blades... new, Call 489-2203.
26"-, 28", 30", your choice, RAPID GRO, 8 oz., 51.39; 16
$5 99 each Wallin Hardware. oz., $2.19; 32 pz.,.S3.75; 5 lb.,
$7.75; 10 lb, $11 85. Wallin
Paris
Paris.
SPRAYERS, 2 GALL-ON, Hardware,
51299. 3 gallon, $1399. RAPID SHARPENER for
stainless steel, 3 gallon, precision saw chain filing,
Wallin Hardware, only 512,99 at-Wallin Hard$29.99
ware. Paris.
Paris
17 11,4,ER, 5 HP with Briggs STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
and Stratton engine, chain sink, double compartment, 4
drive, $20999 Wallin Har hole,., self-rimming, $29.99,
$39.99, -$49.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24 dware, Paris.
LAWN
month guarazittee, 6 volt 173 WHEELHORSE
ammp, group 3 EH,544 99, 12 mower, 12 hp, 48 inch mower,
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H, all automatic, hydrostatic
Hardware, transmission 753 6210 after 4
Wallin
$44 99
pm
Pars

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

REGISTERED, PROFESSIONAL

NURSES
NEEDED AT

30. BUS. RENTALS
• SHOPPING CENTER next
-to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
NEAR
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
KENTUCKY LAKE
after 5 pm.
32. APTS.FOR RENT
Large
year-round
0
bedroom
home in wooded setapartment, partial utilities
ting. Approximately
furnished. 1414 Vine.
2700 square feet of
NICE, FURNISHED, one
bedroom apartment. Inquire
living space in this im100S 13th SIpressive home with
BEDROOM
NEW
2
walk-out
basement.
Townhouse Apartment, all
carpet, range, _refrigerator,
Central heat and air, 2
disposal,
dishwasher,
with
fireplaces
washer and dryer hookup,
heatalators, extra 2
central Air. 753-7550.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
car garage with boat
available immediately. Call
and workshop.
shed
7534331.
Large screened back
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
porch and quality conNEWLY
REDECORATED
steeping room for rent, one
struction throughout.
block from University. Call
Priced in the $60's.
753 1812, 759,4909 or 759-4481.
Phone the friendly
ROOM FOR Rent, one block
folks at KOPPERUD
from MSU, shared kitchen,
available May 5th, $60 per
REALTY, for all the
month. Call 753-9341.
details.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
• TWO BEDROOM house in
AIN'T got nobody - Here's
Hardin. Gas heat. 753.4661.
a lonesome little home that
TWO BDROOM house for
needs a face lift and a little
rent, 1 1.2 miles out of town.
love to make it happy again.
753-8681
It's a real bargain at a rock
36. RENT OR LEASE
bottom price... located on an'
acre lot for only 510.000.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753.8221 or 753Mini
1492 for your appointment.
Warehouse

7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

FOOD SALES
Have opening for right man working the Food Service Institutions in West Kentucky. National
Distributor of Quality Food Products. Background
in Route sales of foods to Restaurants, hospitals,
schools, etc. desired.'Prefer man that has lived and
worked in the Mayfield, Fulton, Murray area for 2
years. College helpful.
Call Wayne Duncan at Holiday Inn in Mayfield, KY
after 3 p.m., Monday, April 16, and all day Tuesday,.
April 17,for interview.

TELEPNONF 753.1&51

PERSON NEEDED to take
over lease of trailer. 753.0928.
or 759-4646
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
BABY GOATS for Easter.
489-2495.
feyer
AND
BREEDER
rabbits for sale, Pleasant
Grove Rabbitry. Call 753 6843
or 753-3574,
REGISTERED QUARTER
horse, guilding, 7 years old,
gOod blood lines, trained for
western pleasure, $800.
interested persoKrionly. 753,
6645 at ter,5 30'pm.
341. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED Pug
puppies, these adorable
puppies
make
wonderful
pets. Call 753 7438.
43. REAL ESTATE
NICELY WOODED five acre
located
homesites
on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111- Sycamore St., 753 0101,
753-.7531.
TERRIFIC LOCATION...314
5 9th is the location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
churches, and
shopping.
Besides the-4 bedrooms and 2
baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and patio enclosed by private
wooden fence Call today for
an appointment to see at
S47,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors- 759 1707

A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs New and lovely Secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on treestudded lot. Electric
heat, carpeting, air
range,
conditioner,
refrigerator. For a
carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over, For
.
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

1

Prolciw.ional Services
With The Fnenclly Touch-

-COUNTRY
THE
CALLS . .. And what a
nice place to be when
one wants to be alone!
Set on 12 tendable
acres, this quality
home offers 3 bedrrn.,
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, central
heat & air. Large outside storage buil
ONLY $49,900. Byd
-Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
CO( IIIVNITAINLIT
Auctioneer Realtor.
Appraiser ,
Ph 901 if79-2986 .479-371;
South Fultqn Tenn

ROOM
-TO ROAM
Choice new listing for
the choos)L-house hunter wanting some
elbow room. Lovely 3
bedroom brick home
with electric heat
pump .arul R-34 rated
insulation" in ceiling.
Attractive living room
with fireplace, dining
2
/
room, kitchen and 11
is
baths. Home
situated on 5.75 acres
with large barn and
pond, also above
ground swimming
pool. All this at a price
sure to please - in the
$40's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous and competent real estate service.-

For Sale
TOMATO PUNTS
Calloway County High School
Green House
Sale Starts

Noon Tuesday April 24th
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

vet
dare

204...5allilit Nth',.
I

COUNTRY ROADS TAKE ME HOME

9 60
Vallin
535,
I. $25,
d $30
•
I 538,
3499,
el 551:
7299.
Vallin
OS
__
and 6
beds,
m41 6
rant*
., and

Clom‘d ‘II Rfv Wed.

IIEWAlitICE NOUNS

, first
herpd
759

To this beautiful Colonial home and 2 acres that
has more special features than you can imagine.
All rooms are spacious, with 4 bedrooms, 3,-2
baths, living room, family room, kitchen and a
large 19x27 game room. Other features include 2
heating and cooling systems, fireplace, central
vacuum system, automatic garage door opener,
and two redwood decks. All of these will add to
your total indoor enjoyment and your warm
weather relaxation.

Professiona I Services
With The Friend's Touch'

WOW! WHAT
A
VALUE! Enjoy lovely
spring weather
scenic view in
cozy, convenient_ 2
bedroom, 2 bath home
on Lakeshore Dr. in
Pine Bluff Shores.
Perfect for retirement
of week-end retreat.
Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate 105 N. 12th St.
EVERY INCH a quali y uilt
home custom built for
owner., setting on 2 acres..
Owner has been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath'
brick/with double garage
Will
enjoy
wife
Your
preparing meals in this .
U-shaped kitchen with
several feet of cabinets Dial
753-1497 for your personal
showing Offered by: Loretta
Jobs Realtors

Sattirda \ 7 3O td 5:00
Monila)-Friilas 7 • 30-Nium
PRICE SAAW $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT 51.50
for hospital 1 house calls please call 751 3685 woe day le ed.
vance Notary Public Service

Hey!
It's a great time to give your old bathroom

a "face-lift."
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MARBLE. Its
durable...it's practical...it's beautiful.
Come in and see us today

Thornton Tile
And Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th

BY OWNER: 2 year old
Gatesborough home. Living
,and dining rooms, large
family room wilh fireplace,
study, laundry, 4 bedrooms,
2, 2 batht, heat pump- and
•ektra
insulation, custom
'drapes. Shown
by ap
pointment only. 759.1149.

IT'S WHAT'S inside that
counts! Plenty of comfortable living space to en
10y- -living room with
dining area pius 3 queen
sized bedrooms with closets ,
all the 'way across the,
.double vanity,
rooms.. in bat" _located on
(marble)
quiet establishec street near
schools. Dial 753-1492 for
your persona , Showing.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
,
Realtors.

I-il:
BOYD-MAJORS I
-REAL ESTATE
1
753-8080
_j -

Every extra you can
imagine including two
full baths, three
bedrooms and large
family room can be
found in the house it
1616 Ryan' Avenue.
Custom made drapes_
and .storage galore!
Let us show you the
inside today.

'Professional Sem ices
With The Friend4 Touch-

Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758

Jennie Stuart
emorial Hospital

South 12th at Sycamore

753 5719

GOOD HOUSE
SENSE
home
Custom-built
with loads of extras
located on quiet street
.convenient to shopping
areas. All appliances
stay with home, and
wired storage
building with-concrete
floor insures abundant
storage. Yard light,
panelled doors and
automatic garage door
Opener are extra
features. No wasted
space and no shortcuts
in workmanship and
design in this convenient, step-saving
home. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY
1222 for all the Information.

..Y.I.iERVICESOFFERED
49. USED CARS
$2. BOATS 8. MOTORS
WHITE
-DRIVEWAYS
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME,
power brakes, steering, and -1976 MARK TWAIN 16 foot rocked and graded,'all sizepea gravel, free estimates.
windows, air conditioned, In hull, walk through win
dshield, 115 hp Mercury Clifford Garrison, 753 549 cruise 753 585,9
4 pm
after
power trim and
1970 CHEVY CAPRICE, motor with
Extra nice. 759
EXTERIOR AND interior
900d condition, $675 Also a power tilt.
painting, carpentry work
1973 Impala Chevy wagon, 4 4588
new tires, low mileage. Call 1978 MOQEL 19'7" deep V done, decks and porches built
Runabout with 228 hp and repaired, gutter cleaning
753-8333.
small
installation,
aluminum or
OLD Mercruiser, all
1979
CUTLASS
trailer Has been plumbing, concrete walks.
SMOBILE diesel, has 4,000 Tandum
driveways
also
and
patios,
4320
753
onetime
miles, tilt wheel, electric water poly
done-Call 436 5570 after 5 PM.
windows, cruise control, AM 1978, 16 foot SEA NYMPH, for free estimates.
FM stereo. Call 437 4890 depth finder.trolling motor,
bears,
BY
trailer, 1977 70hp Johnson GUTTERING
days, 437-4738 nights.
Sears continous gutters
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE, motor Call 436-- 5686
per
your ,
installed
S OFFERED
-1973 LeSabre, 4 door, air 53. SERV-i E
specifications. Call Sears
conditioned, new tires, tow APPLIANCE REPAIR Aft 753 2310 for free estimates.
models
mileage, S1350. Can be seen makes
and
INSULATION BLOWN in by
at 1803 Cottege Farm Road.
Refrigerator and air con
work Sears, save on these high All
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport, Cl itioning
heating and -cooling_. bills.
AM-PM
radio,
power guarenteed. Call 753 0762
Call Sears,453.2310,4er free'
steering, power brakes, air, anytime.
estimates
DATSUN
light blue with dark blue ATTENTION
vinyl top, $1100. 436 5353 owners! Ecomony Repair JACK'S BLACKTOP paving.
before 5 pm, 436 5472 after 6 Shop, Hazel, KY • has an patching, also seal coating.:
factory Phone 436 2573.
and
experienced
Pm.
1976 MERCURY GRAND trained mechanic. You can MITCHELL BLACKTOP-'
rn save up to 50 per cent labor PING, driveways and small
, 4 dloor, i.
Marquis.
foer jobs a speciality, also pat
I ar
osme ainnd or
csotsitmaCte
full
power, e
compare chino and seal coating. 753
original owner, 54,000
mil
"w
'1537.
T
41.
0
2
R
8-8
492
es
yoAnR
Bh
is: P
st boefffn
erre 5
Paprm
or2 2b1e9o
1 64
10
45
90
$4
(
MOBILE HOME anchors,
HERS & Son
after 5 pm,642-7581.
General home remodeling, underpinning, roofs sealed,
and
awnings,
1971 PLYMOUTI-COUSTE'R, framing, aluminum siding, patio
carports. Call
aluminum
gutters, and roofing Call 1
4 speed,
0/H
A
06
31,000
, 3T18RenNgs
753-09.
Jack Glover, 753 1873 atter 6
395 4967 or 1 362 4895
Am.
HOE WORK, septic Pm.
d
miflteesr,sbp
l 2a
5s
mh offer Call/BACK
es
a5c3tr
2
. tanks,„ gravel and dirt NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling and additions or
hauling. 753 5808 or 753 5706.
SO. USED TRUCKS
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. what have you. Call 436 2516.'
1976 CHEVROLET SCOT
or
FLAT
Block garages, basements, ROOFING,
TSDALE pickup, one owner, driveways, walks, patios, shingles, water proofing and
automatic, 40,000-,-miles,
steps, free estimates. 753 _mobile homes. 15 years
excellent conditiion, 13150.
experience. Call 435-4173.
5476. •
489 2591,
CAN'T GET those small jobs ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
1968 tHEVROLET STEP
around the house or mobile roof, built-up roof, and
van, 6 cylinder automatic,
home done? Carpentry, trailer roof coating. Call 753
ideal for camper. 474-2267.
plumbing, 3310.
painting,
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton aluminum siding, patios, STRIPPING
AND
2WD, every option, 14000 small concrete jobs. Call 436- refinishing
furniture.
Excellent
miles,55000.
, 2562 after 5 pm.
Experienced and can furnish condition.
Call
753-7593 CARPET CLEANING, at references. 753-4955. "
before 3 PM
Prompt
cronable rates.
5.HEETR.00 K ..EIP.l.St'IING.
1973 11013-0-EVNN7s,a-lon,-VR a d efficient service: CiiiToth roofing, small carpenter
automatic, $1250. Phone 436- Carpet Care. 489-2774.
contractor. Call 354-6565.
5524.
CARPET CLEANING, free WILL MOW yards. Call 753
1971 DODGE VAN, all glass, estimates,
satisfied 9210 ,
automatic, 6 cylinder, good references, VibraNac steam
BASEMENT? We
WET
condition. Call 759-4588.
or dry cleaning. Call 'Lee's make wet basements dry,
1975 EL CAMINO, power and Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
work completely .guarenteed.
air, good condition, $2375. COMPLETE
ASPHALT Call or write Morgan Con
Call 489 2595.
maintenance paving, pat struction Co,,, Route 2, Box
1968 GMC LONG bed, atr, chino, also seal coating. Call 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
power steering,
power 753 7148 or 753.9043. Located call day or night, 1-442.7026.
brakes, AM-FM 8 track at Murray Speedway, High- WfLL DO plumbing, heating
stereo, with topper, $1200. way 641 N of Murray.
and air conditioning, repairs
436 5353 before 5 pm, 436,5472 'DO YOU- need stumps and remodeling around the
after 6 pm.
wremoved from your yard or home. 753-2211.
1979 JEEP HONCHO pickup, land cleared of stumps? We WILL MOW yards. Call
with
accessories, can remove stumps up to 24" 753-3697 after 5 PM.
loaded
below the ground, leaving
3,700 miles. 753.4509 or 436only sawdust and chips.. Cal' 57. WANTED
5448.
Shaw WANTED: ELECTRIC golf
REBUILT ENGINE for for free estimate, Steve
-Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also 753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435- carts, any condition. Write
4343.
Box 296, Mayfield, KY 42066.
will install. Phone 492-8841.

Si. CAMPERS
CAMPER
REPAIR, all
brands, Eaz-lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and
light hookups. White Camper
Sales, located East 94 highway, toward Ken Lake,
Murray, KY. 753-0605.
1973 DODGE, 22 foot, Mini..
homewith alot of ac:
cefsories. 753-4509. or 4365448.
17 foot PHENIOX Camper
sleeps six,$1700. Call 753-8056
S'TARCRAFT AND Road
Dealer, travel
Ranger
frailorC 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake; Murray, KY. Call 7530605.
52. BOATS 8. MOTORS
FOOT, FIBERGLASS
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor,
and trailer. $700. 753-5372.
FISHING RIG,Electricly
. equipped, 14 foot Corvair V_shaped aluminum boat. Onetrolling motor, dept finder,
preservers, four pole
holders, one bass seat, 18 hp
Johnson motor, heavy duty
Paris line trailer. Call 7533983.

EASTER SPECIAL
Gibson Country
Cured Aged Ham
30` Per Lb. Off Regular Price
Lb.$1.69

Gibson Ham Co.
107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.

•
41.410MES.FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen, gas heat, near
-Murray High, 811 Doran
Road 75318405
Three
OWNER
BY
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
ti/if0 car garage, 'fenced'
backyard, gas heat, central
air Low 560's. Shown by
appointment only Call 759
4503 after 5 pm,
SEVEN YEAR old brick
house, from 1 to 21 acres.
2
/
House has 3 bedrooms, 11
baths, utility, kitchen,
dining living room with,..,
(Replace, garage, central
heat and air. Located 8 miles
northeast of Murray. Phone
753-2276 after 5:30 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
TRAIL BIKE 70 cc, 1294
actual miles. Calf - 753 - 1856
after 5 PM.
--150 HONDA.. 7,700..
MILES, lots of extras, $1450_
436:2547.
360 CE. $450.
06.;
HONDA4
32
97
75
1
1912 HONDA 450, Excellent
condition $450. Call 767_ _6101:
1973 SL 350 HONDA, road or
trail bike. Call 753'8798.
1975 400X Yamaha, like new,
Best reasonable offer Call
759 4740 or753 3068 After 6,
Pm.
4117JITJTO.SERVKE
CAR BATTERIES. 2.1 month
`
4 quarentee $22 88 36 Month
-S26 99 60
quarentee, 80 a
95' amp.
month guarent
HardWare.
$36.99. Wallin
•
Paris
SALE •. Premium TIRE
firade, white wall, 4 ply
Polyester with Road. Hazard '
A78 X.13, 521 39
guarantee
and 51,77 FET, .E78Xt4,
$25_63 and 0- 20 FE T
FA8X14, S26 40 and $2 32
PET. G78X14 or 15, 578 39
d$2.54 FET. H78X14 or IS.
O 52 and $276 F.E T
p7a8rX15, $32 86 and $3 OR L
Wallin karciware
FET
Paris
49.-LISED CARS
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 215
50,000 actual miles,
many extras, sharp car,
$1600. Call 753 7566
._
1914 BUICK Regal great
Call 753
sell
condition, must
9964 after 5,00 PM
1977 CADILLAC SEDAN, ery clean. 5 new tires.
26
2e4,2v
1u
b6
2

N

Sewing Room,
Office
Or

Game Room

This lovely home is located in
Lake Forest Subdivision (next to
Panorama Shores) and is within
walking distance of Ky. Lake.
The total area of the house is 2.172
sq. ft. excluding porches and
patios. One of the main features
is the spaciousness of the rooms.
The lot provides a beautiful rustic
setting you'll enjoy the year
around. Only $47,500.

Refrig.
Freezer
Living Room
I4x22

i Cooking
Island

Carport
Illa22

Dining
Area
Franklin Fireplace
upstairs

•

Downstairs

.

John Smith,
Realtor
U.S. 641 North, Village Center
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phones
Joe Kennon 436-5676
Ron Talent 753-9894
753-6843
Philpot
Lou Ann
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Funerals I

Talmadge Tubbs Is
Dead At Age Of 82;
Funeral Is Monday

Ray Will Be Speaker For
Meet, University Church

Lexie B. Ray of Kingston, Church of Christ since 1969.
Ray has had extensive radio
Tenn., will be the speaker in
been
the annual spring revival experience ,and has
civic
in
active
especially
University
meeting at the
1 a linadge Alton Tubbs,
comThree local residents have Alumni Council at Miura!
Church of Christ Monday, affairs in the various
grandfather of Mrs. Duane
has
he
where
munities
been
named the Calloway State University. Mrs. Hurt i.
April
Friday,
through
April 16
Penny Morgan of Murray,
worked. He conducts a
County chairmen for Richard a teacher in the Murray Cit:
20.
died ThursdaY.:afternoon at
Lewis,
candidate
for School System and a menthe.
Ray, son of Onyx Ray of Thursday School in Kingston
the Murray-Calloway County
several
conducts
lieutenant governor.
of the Womans Club, whil,
Murray, graduated from and
Hospital. He was 82 years of
The three, Charles Walston Ars. Miller is a partner in he
Murray Training School in meetings annually.
_age and a resident of Route 2,
of 1510 Oxford Drive, Mrs. husband's business and i
1949. He received the A.A. He married the former Zann
Dover, Tenn.
.Pattnn.d aughter of the late
Harold Hurt of Riverwood former
Murray
schoo
•Mr. Tubbs, a World War I
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Patton of
Road, and Mrs. Dan Miller of teacher.
veteran, was retired from the
Murray, in 1953. Their two
1511 Dudley Drive will
COninientinr- -on — hi:
Dupont Chemical Company,
daughters. Karyn and tish,
coordinate Lewis' promotion Calloway teani, Lewis said,"
Old Hickory, Tenn. Born Oct.
and campaign actiirtties am very happy and fortunati
are students at David Lip7, 1896, ,fin Stewart County,
scomb College in Nashville.
throughout the county:
to have three such fine an
Tenn., he was the son of the
Services will begin at 7 p.m.
The chairmen are presently hard-working chairmen foi
late James A. Tubbs and Kate
each evening. Ray's sermon
working on plans and ticket me in Calloway County. It'!
Gilluni
topics areas follows: Monday,
sales for a reception and my chairmen like these threi
He is survived by his wife,
"A Singing Faith"; Tuesday,
breakfast for Lewis that will all across the state that wit
Mrs. Eleanor Scarbrough
"You Can Win Over Tempbe held April 28'at the Colonial bring me to a victory, first it
Tubbs; two daughters, Mrs.
tation"; Wednesday; "God's'
House Smorgasbord.
May and then again it
Moors,
HenThelma
Plan for Marriage"; ThurOLD, SOUTH — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation designating
The chairmen are actively November."
dersonville, Tenn., and Mrs.
sday, "Is Etaptisni Really
involved in various comApril 9-14 Old South Week as Jody McCoart and Kevin Chambers, members of the
Lewis, a Bentop attorney
Peggy Broadbent, Dover,
Necessary?"; Friday, "The
munity organizations. has served three terms as z
Kappa Alpha Order, look on. Old South, sponsored by Kappa Alpha, is a week of
Tenn.; three sons, James, Old
Intimate Fellowship of
Walston, president and state representative and al
recognition of the heritage and traditions of southern days.
Hickory, Tenn., William M.,
Christians."
general manager of PSR,is an chief executive officer to tilt
Staff
Etta
Photo
Orr
by
"Goodlettsville, Tenn., and
Lexie B. Ray
Ray will be speaking at the
active Rotarian and on the governor. He was the first
Robert G., Hurst, Texas; one
Wednesday
at
devotional
,noon
candidate to file for the offict
Freed-Hardernan
from
degree
sister, Mrs. Birdie Omally,
University
the
at
•12:30
p.m.
of lieutenant governor mort
College
in 1951 and the WS.
Pulaski, Tenn.; one brother,
Christian' Student Center on
than one year ago.
degree
Murray
in
from
State
Willard Tubbs, Bedford, Ind.;
Olive Boulevard.
He and his wife, Martha
12 . grandchildren including 1953. and has done graduate
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — return on equity to 12 percent.
The public is cordially inJane Cunningham, who was
work at Harding Graduate
that
in
reducing
the
12.8 bills in homes using 750
Mrs. Morgan, Murray; eiglit
Kentucky's new Energy
vited to attend each service, a
The order reduces the percent
born in Calloway County, art
School in Memphis.
return granted the kilowatt hours per month.
great grandchildren.
Regulatory Commission has utility's additional revenue
spokesman
said.
church
both graduates of MSU. They
began
preaching
career
-klis
company
by
the
old
Public
The rate hike will mean an
The funeral will be held
issued its first order, cutting requirements from $7.8
Service Conunission in 1976, it additional $2.16 a month to are the parents of thret
Monday at 11 a.m. at the at Folaanidale in 1950. Since
Union Light Heat and Power million to $5.3 million.'
was making El distinction residential gas customers daughters.
Anglin Memorial Funeral that tithe( he has Served
Co.'s request for a 14 per cent
The conimission sailFriday between
Apopka
churches
in
and
Uni
and other using an average of 12,000
Home Chapel,-Dover, Term,
utilities which generate cubic feet.
with the Rev. Paul Ford of- Jacksonville, Fla., Poole. Ky..
elviptricity or develop gas
Union Light Healsend Power
ficiating. Burial will follow in and Union City, Tenn.•Hg has
been
reserv
with
the
Kingston,
Co.'s rate - heartng was the
the Fort Donelson National
"The Anchor-Of Our Faith"
The three-member coni- first to be held by the old PSC
Military Cemetery, Dover,
will be the subject of the
'
mission
said Union is a sub- outside Frankfort. The twoTenn.
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
,idiary of Cincinnati Gas and stage hearing was held Jan.
Friends may call at the.
Mischke, middle iiecogntiion Week. ,
E.
Philip
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. I AP
C. Roos at the 10:45 a.m.
/Electric Co., with the parent 11-18 on the Northern Ken'funeral home after 1 p.m.
linebacker
of
captain
and
He
has
been
—
a
A Wolfe County./ native win
member
of
worship services on Sunday,
'company owning more than 99 tucky Univesity campus and
today 1Saturday.
Southwestern at Memphis the Honor Council — the group
among those killed Tuesdaj
Christian
April
First
15,
at
the
percent of Union's stock.
WinfOrd Claiborne will be
March 2 in the Covington- when a tornado struck Wichiti
football team this year, has charged with enforcing: the
That situation causes the ,Kenton County municipal
the speaker at the 10:30 a.m. Church , Disciples-of Chritt
a
selected
been
for
college's
Falls, Tex., according to Lb(
honor
code
-= for
company to assume relatively building.
and 6 p.m. services on Sunday, His scripture will be from I postgraduate scholarship four yeal-s, serviriVas
Herald and Stewart Funera
vice
'little risk in comparison wi
April 15, at the University Cor. 15:1-20.
award . of $1,500 from the president and president.
Home here.
•
Chancel
directed
The
Choir,
generating companies,
/
Church of Christ.
Athletic
Collegiate
National
Margii
was
Mischke
victim
The
was
'voted
"Outcommission said.
Assisting in the services will by Margaret Porter with Association. .
I•
Nickell, 54, a 'Hazel Greer
standing Sophomore Man" by
Maxine
as
will
organist,
Clark
Recent
orders in rate cases
Mischke, son of Mr. and Omicron
native who was assistan
Holy Communion • will be be Ernie Bailey, Leroy sing the anthem, "Easter
Delta
Kappa
involving inve or-owned
pastor of the Assembly of Go(
Mrs: Walter E. Mischke Jr, national leadership fraternity
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. Eldridge, W. H. Brooks, Alleluia." •
electric
and
ga
tilities have
Church in Wichita Falls.
worship services on Sunday, Richard Smith, Jimmy Ford,
Dr. Kent Forrester will be was one. of 10 _athletes from in 1977, and the same year was allowed a 13 percent return on
. Miss Nickell reportedly wa
April 15, at St. John's J. H. Nix, and Murrell worship leader with Charles Division 3 institutions chosen chosen for the Alpha Tau
equity.
Monthly
electric and
working in the office of ths
nationwide for the scholarship Omega
Episcopal Church, Main and Goheen.
Foundation
gas rates' reflect the return
Larry Dunn, Vernon Gantt, Cella and David Daugladay prograni.
church when the tornack
Broach Streets. The Rev.
holarship.
He
is
a
nieniber
as candle lighters. Greeters
allowed a utility.
Stephen Davenport, vicar of Gary Taylor, Tim Erwin, John will be
of Mortar Board - nationUl
Due to graduate in May wi
Dr. Edwin
Stroheeker, struck.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C.'
The Attorney General's
Ronnie
West,
Gallagher,
Joey
Her funeral is schedule(
the church, will be the
Engl.
in
degree
honorary
B.A.
a
Dean
of
fraternity
and
Li
ries
at Murray
is
consumer protection division,
Dunn, Tony Thompson, and Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mischke plans to atten
Saturday afternoon at__tbcelebrant.
listed in "Who's Who Among
State
University,
has
been
Fulton,
and
nursery
the
in testimony before the PSC,
Green
Acolytes serving will be Tim James Lawson will be in
Christiai
Students in American Colleges
Kentucky's Hazel
supervisor - will be Faye school next fall.
had proposed a return to the elected
Burchfield. George Moore, charge of The Lord's Supper.
to
and
addition
In
Universities."
,profestional alternate to the Church.
Austin.
Company
in the neighborhood
Nursery supervisors will be
Ben Moore, Jeff Blodgett,
forrnance on the
Reciple
-White House Conference on
-ffi of the NCAA
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
of 12 tO 13 percent.
Sarnir Mahfour1,-Gus Moore, Eulala Like, Alice Like, H. Titsworth
a leader in a- kholarship-are chosen on the.
has
MItchke
bmn
'libraries and Information
Frank
and
The
increase granted by the
Brian Doyle, and Samar Mali- Fonda Grogan, Teresa Ford,
wide range Afother campus basis of academic excellence,
'
ERC, will add about $1.35 to Services at the recent
Tammy Curd, and .Wendy Wainscott. Jim Clopton, Mike -activities. lie has participated superior performance
Governor's PrerWhite House
,
as
a
Holton,
Robert
Hopkins,
Don
average
residential electric
the Kinney member-of a varsity-attiletie- _
Lay -readers Will be Sara - Lovett.
In
years
.
.
for
four
Conference in Lexington.
Metord, and Lenvel Yates
Bull, Frank Blodgett, Bill -Bible Classes will be at
and
Prog rn of Volunteer corn- team,
The White House Conleadership
will
serve
as
deacons.
service, working with qualities.
Kyle, Steve Hale, and Claudia 9:30a.m. on Sunday.
rnwtlty
ference,
to be held Oct. 28HARRODSBURG,Ky.(AP
The flowers on the cornMoore.
Brothers organization, - To be eligible, the NCAA
Nov. 2, will focus on the —1 Arson is suspected in tw,
munioo table will be in tKe Big
Melanie Julian and Matthew
was one' of '10 says, the recipient must have
concerns and issues discussed ear1mpraing fires tha
memory' of Mrs. Frances. and last year
•Jordy will serve as ushers. In
Memphis volunteer workers "conducted himself, both on
The Grace Baptist Church at the state conference and destroyed neighboring house
Keller by her husband. Ken,
charge of the nursery will be
singled out for recognition and off the field, in a manner
will'hear the pastor, the Rev. result in national resolutions in Mercer County on Thur
and her son, Jerry.
Norma Omelanulc.
during National Volunteer which has- brought credit to
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the directed to accessibility, sday, according to Terri/
Max Miller will be e ofAn Easter Egg Hunt will be
himself, his institution, inThe Rev. Dr. Walter ficial church visito for the
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. service and support of Sinipson,
held at 11 a.m. on Sunday.
tercollegiate athletics, and the
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
worship services on Sunday, libraries and information assistant fire chief.
week.
ideals and _objectives of
_centers of the nation, Dr.
"The Time Of His Appearing"
The houses, located in th
April 15.
- •
Sunday SchoolWill be at 9:30
American higher edtiation."
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. a...
Duncan community, wer
Directing the music will be Strohecker said.
A native of Allentown, Pa., owned by Ben Tevis,' who noi
-services on -Sunday, April 15,
Dan Billington with Dwane
at the First United Methodist
Jones as organist and Anita Strehecker earned his Ph.D. lives in Florida,Simpson said
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
at the University of Michigan.
Church. The scripture will be
Cprnishville and Men*
Underhill as pianist.
pastor of the Memorial
from Matthew 27:62 and 28:10.
Nursery- criorics will be He is the immediate past 'County fire crews were calle
Baptist Church, Main and 10th
Carolyn Caldwell, Mary president of the Kentucky at 3 a.m. to fight a blaze at
"Fanfare For,Easter" will
Streets, Murray; will speak at
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
Catherine Library Association, chair- one-story frame house. The
Bogard.
be the anthem to be sung by.
will speak on the subject,
the 10:50 a.m. and _7 p.m.
.Smotherman, Rachel Rick- man of the Intellectual were called again at 8 a.m. t
Chancel Choir, directed by,
John Dale will speak on "I worship services on Sunday,
.It Took A Miracle': will be man,and Clovis Jones.
liesurrection or Vain Faith," the
Freedom Committee of the a one-story 'brick hous
Paul Shahan with Mrs! Can Do All Things _Through
special,program to be
April 15,at the church.
the--Southeastern
at the masses at St. Leo's
Library located ,500 feet from th
9:45
at
School
be
will
Sunday
Richard Farrell as organist,
Christ Who Strengthens Me"
Catholic Church at 6:30 p.m.
"The Resurrection" with presented by the Church Choir a.m. with --Hoyt Wyatt as Association and a member isf frame house, he said.
at the later service.
With scitpture from Phil. 4:10- scripture from Mark 16
today and at 8 and 11 a.m. and
will be of the First Baptist Church on superintendent.
Both houses were lino(
For bus the Governor's Advisory
4
13
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. the morning sermon
4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Apri115.
solo,
g
a
will
Collins
)1(
s'
Irma
topic. Sunday, April 15, at 7 p.m.
routes' information, persons, Council on Libraries as well as cupied. The frame house wa
services, apd on "The Best Don Rogers, deacon of
Wayne Halley, minister of may call L. D. Workman, 753- the Governor's Pre-White to have been sold at auctio
Uis scripture will be from "The Holy City; at both
the
Translation
of
the
Bible"
with
will be the 'director 8975 or 753-5782.
music,
week,
House Steering Committee.
John 20:1-9.
will
assist
services.
in
/
the_serSaturday.
scripture from II Cor. 3:1-3 at vices.
/
/with Joan Bowker as organist,
Church School and Adult
the
6
p.m.
service on Sunday,
Church School will be held
The Sanctuary Choir, Allene Knight as pianist, and
Classes will not be held on
April 15, at the 'Seventh and directed by. Tommy
between the morning services.
Sunday.
Wilkins Vicki Lamb and Butch TurPoplar Church of Christ.
with Margaret Wilkips as nbow as narrators. Soloists
Assisting in the services will organist and SharoLpWens
as will include Cynthia -Crouch,
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry' pianist, will sing
-Easter Marge Shown, Wayne- Halley,
Bolls, Bruce McManus, Medley" at the morning
hour. Cynthia Turnbow, and Judy
Charles Olree, Jerry Hum- The children's sermon
will Henry. Background voices
phreys, Sam Parker, Keith precede the special music.
will be Charles Beaman, Mark
Farley, Joe Garland, Chuck
Charlotte Tilford and Buster Hussung, Todd Mills, Doug
Adams, Stan Simmons, Gene Harris will present
special hfoore, and Mark Young.
Jones,-and Jon T. Carpenter.
music at the evening hour. A
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
Presiding for The Lord's tribute to Fanny J:
will .speak on the
pastor,
Crosby in
Supper
will be Kevin sang will be featured
at th(.. subject, "The Epitaph On
McManus, Jamie Potts, Webb dervice. •
Christ's Tomb." at the 10:45
Caldwell, Lorin Watson, and,/ Church Teaching will
bf± at a.m. services on Sunday. Dr.
Jim Spurlock. Bob Miller and 9:40 a.m. rigL.
-Etta Loyd Jacks, deacon of the
Don Sanders will serve on the Thomason as
director, and -week, will assist in the serExtension Departnient.
Church Training will he at 6 • vices.
Teen nursery helper will be p.m. with Bill
Special music at the morZartibella is
Joyce Stephens and Special director.
rnng hour will be by the Adult
Class Helper will be Taman
Volunteer nursery r.rkers Bell Choir.
Crouse.
will be Margot Mrintosh
Sunday School will be at 9:30
1300 Johnson Blvd.
bible Study will be held at Martha Daniel, and
Savings & Loan Association
759-1234
Guy anti a.m. and Church Training at 6
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
Murray. Xy.
June Cunningham.
pin, on Sunday.
.
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Commission Issues First Order

Christian Church
Services' Speaker
Will Be Rev. Roos

Winford Claiborne
Speaker On Sunday

Wolfe County
Native Killed In
Texas Tornado

Philip Mischke Selected
For NCAA Scholarship

Holy Communion At

Dr Strohecker
Will Attend
Conference

Church On Sunday

Arson Suspected
In Early Morning
Residental Fires

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Methodists Will
Hear Mischke

Dr. White Speaker

'Catholic Services

SevenWAnd Poplar At Memorial Church Choir Of Baptist
Church-Speaker
Church To Present
Will Be John Dale
Program_On Sunday

Are Scheduled Here

Confused Over Savings
Interest Rates?
Just Remember

Security Federal
Pays The Highest Allowed By Law

a Security Federal

All* mew allow mem Aglow mew mew mew mew maim *Om ma.
Mercury Comet

78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo

Power steering and trakes,
wire wheel covers,.AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 miles,
dark carmine color, just
like new!-!

Highway 641

South, Murray

Ti Buiok Regal.

17ChevroletCorvette

Two door, powef steering,
power brakes, air conditioner, automatic transmission, tilt steering
wheel, Landau
roof,
custom
wheels, low
mileage, see to believe,
green and white

Beige, white interior,
power windows, AM/FM
radio, aluminum wheels,
white letter. tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles. sharp •

78 Oldsmobile
98 Regency

Two door power steel*
and brakes, split seats, tth,
car is loaded with luxurN
options, low mileage, ono
owner.

Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts

T1

Four door, power steering,
automatic transmisgion,
air conditioner, AM radio,
vinyl roof, custom wheel
covers,low mileage.
OM QUAUTY
IiIRVICE/PARTS

GM

78 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic

78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon

Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Landau roof, 32,000 miles, local
One owner car, silver and
red,this car will be sold!!

_Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack,this car is loaded with
options, perfect for the big
family, burgundy with
wood grain.

•

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

74 Chevrolet
Pick-Up Truck

Power , steering - and'
brakes, tilt. steering
wheel, silverado equipment, long 'wheel base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
actual miles.
^

Telephone
753 26 1 7

a

